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The Ultimate Goal Is In Trusting Oneself For The Answers 

(January 26, 1988) 

 

We live here in the North where it is cold, and yet I yearn for sun all the time, and sometimes I feel like it 

is a test that I am living here. I am always wanting to move where it is sunny. I am wondering if that is 

correct. I feel like my goal is to live where the sun is shining all the time. 

 

You want me to support what you already know? 

 

Yes, I do. Every time I ask you a question, that is the answer. 

 

You see, doesn't that tell you something, my dear? 

 

Yes. That I am taking up valuable time. 

 

Not at all. Do not ever think that you are taking up valuable time, for you are learning 

something very valuable. You are learning that you do indeed know your answers, you see. You 

are learning that we are here to help all of you to reach the point where you do not ever need 

us. You see, this is our ultimate goal, that you will know the answers yourself and feel confident 

in the answers and know that it is right. What you are feeling about the sun is right for you. You 

must understand that. And you must act upon what your feelings are. I am by no means saying 

to you that you should move to a sunny climate tomorrow. But rather, you must follow your 

instincts. And opportunities that will present themselves to you can be either taken, or not. You 

must trust in yourself. This is an issue for you in this lifetime. You must go into more sound 

meditations. You know this. For in your meditations, you will find the strength and the quietness. 

Center yourself, and to know that you are indeed responding to yourself. 

 

Trusting In Oneself For The Answers 

(February 02, 1988) 

 

Last Saturday night while I believe I was asleep, I heard words. And the words said something like, "The 

attacks will end in two weeks. You will graduate." I do not know if it is wishful thinking or maybe they 

were correct. Can you tell me which? 

 

My dear, you still doubt your own self. But that is fine, for you are learning. We have given you 

a little clue. The words are as you heard them. It is not your imagination. You will indeed be 

moving into another level. The use of the time frame two weeks is approximate. I have been 

attempting to pin down time more closely, as it is on the earth plane. It is most difficult to do, 

where time has no meaning here ~ it is an approximation. Know that it is nearing an end, what 

has been occurring. You have done a most admirable job. But it does not mean that things will 

get easier. It just means that your tests now will come at a different level and will manifest 

themselves differently. 
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Do We Resemble What We Looked Like In Past Lives? 

(March 01, 1988) 

 

There are occasions when this occurs, and there are times when coming through in a particular 

family the so-called resemblances are deliberate for lessons to be learned. Most of the time the 

resemblances are not there, and it is for very definite purposes that the appearance is different, 

for appearance in the physical form is in itself different, is taken on by the entity. Whether it is of 

great beauty, or not ~ whether it is tall, or short ~ whether there is flesh on the body, or not ~ 

it is for specific lessons. And many who may bear a resemblance to an ancestor have, in fact, 

chosen this as part of their progression. 

 

Of course, it is individual. It would need to be discussed individually. We cannot make blanket 

statements about this. It usually means the connection of the one who has the resemblance to the 

ancestor is very strong, and there are reasons for the resemblance being taken on in the lifetime. 

In the case of Mushiba, for example, she has taken on the resemblance of the Grandmother who 

left the earth plane much before she entered. She is now realizing as this information comes 

through that there are very specific lessons and assistance that need to be given as a result of 

taking on this resemblance. 

 

It is a most beneficial question that you ask, my dear, for many of you have, because of your 

choice to accelerate at this time frame in the earth, you have come in to help in your family 

situations. You have gathered with particular entities in this lifetime to help perhaps in what we 

refer to as the loose ends. In your case this is quite true. Part of your mission is to heal in your 

family, and you will be a most helpful entity and serve a critical role in healing of the family unit 

before your time is finished on this earth plane, this incarnation. The resemblances that you have 

to those who have come before are the indicators of the direction in which you must go. 

 

I do resemble my mother a lot. And you had said, if I understood it right, if you look like someone, that is 

the direction some of your learning is in. Could you clarify that a little more? 

 

It is individual, and it may be that that is the direction in which some of your learning occurs. It 

may also be the direction in which some of your teaching occurs. It may not have those areas at 

all. It may, in fact, be some other issue that you are working out. However, the key to this is that 

when there is a resemblance, there is a connection, a very strong connection, and it becomes a 

matter then of attuning yourself to learn what that direction is ~ going to the Higher Self to seek 

the answers. We might, of course, on occasion help you in finding out what that direction is. In 

your situation, you are here to teach the entity known as your mother. We will give you that 

hint. 

 

The Issue Of Allowing Others To Be Of Service To You 

(April 12, 1988) 
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Mushiba has taken on this pain to teach. You must all realize that she is human and not to be 

overwhelmed by what she allows to occur through her energy forms. In spite of her tremendous 

advancement, she has taken on physical form, of course, even though it is the last one, we hope, 

this time. And it is a lesson for many, many of you to understand your own limitations and to 

take the pressure off of yourselves, and to please take some pressure off of your perceptions of 

Mushiba, for she, like all energy forms, regardless of dimension in which we are currently, has 

limitations. As you know the earth plane has definite purposes, and her coming into The Angelic 

Force after this lifetime to Be of Service requires a certain amount of testing she undergoes now, 

and it is a lesson. 

 

Many of you have rallied around, as you might say, to come to her aid. She is not one to take 

help. This has been one of my frustrations with her for these million years that I have been her 

guardian, but it is also a lesson to many of you who do not want to take help from those around 

you. And while you have taken on a lesson of pain, for you are balancing, it does not mean that 

you do it alone, my dear children. It means that you allow others to help you, for it is a part of 

what others will have as their lessons and their learning to help. For remember that all of us, no 

matter which dimension we are in, strive to Be of Service to other energy forms in the most 

selfless manner that we can, so that means attempting to help others. So do not deny another 

energy's desires to help you. 

 

Does that also include the medical field when you speak of accepting help? 

 

Yes, indeed. 

 

Selfless Service To All Who Seek Our Help 

(September 13, 1988) 

 

And thus, we begin in earnest in the preparations for The Shift for there is much to be done, not 

only for yourselves but for those who you are here to serve, many of you. The mission is to Be of 

Service, and those in the community who become a part of the community who are part of the 

secondary circle, and you know who you are ~ if you are not certain, Mushiba will tell you ~ 

the mission is to be of complete and selfless service to all those who will need assistance as The 

Shift occurs, who will be struggling. 

 

And many of them will not remain when The Shift occurs, nonetheless during the time frame of 

now until that time will come to you and need to be in your Light, will need your spiritual 

guidance, for while they may not be spiritually attuned, nonetheless will grow spiritually, so that 

they will be able to reenter at a higher level than when they leave, for that is the purpose, to be 

of complete and unselfish service to all who seek our help. 
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I will be guiding the inner circle now very regularly in their mission, and they will know that 

which must be and they will work and assist Mushiba and I, and the joy mounts now. We will be 

with you, by the way, for the surprise party. ☺ (Speaking of a group member’s birthday party) 

Wherever Mushiba is, so are we. 

 

We know that there are many questions. We see many of your vibrations bouncing up and down 

with questions. We will now take questions. 

 

Can you tell us a little more about the shelter? Now you say that the community is growing. How 

immense is this going to be? I mean, give us an idea. ☺  

 

It will be as large as it needs to be, ☺ and the shelter will be as large as it needs to be to 

accommodate. Do not, my love, concern yourself with those incidentals, for there are those in 

the community who will be charged with the building, and I will direct them specifically, and 

directly, personally, and they will then, shall we say, delegate the assignments to others in the 

community to help in the building. Do not worry, for we have control of it all, and it will be as it 

needs to be. As I had said earlier, those with the proper expertise have come into the community 

and also will be arriving into the community. So welcome. 

 

It Is Important To Be Of Service To Others, Selflessly 

(September 13, 1988) 

 

Friends will come to me, especially with what is going on with the weather patterns, and I kind of 

understand what is happening, and they will look to me and ask my opinion. I do not really want to tell 

them my opinion. I mean, I feel that they must know what I believe. Otherwise, why would they be 

asking me my opinion? 

 

You must do as you feel comfortable in doing, my dear. Remember that there will be times when 

people will come to you for counsel and you may not be in the mood, but part of the learning 

to Be of Service to Others is to place yourself at their disposal, though you may not feel like 

talking. You may indeed need to, for they need to hear what you have to say. You must have 

selflessness. Remember, if someone comes to you directly and asks you, then it is an indicator 

that they need to know. You do not need, of course, to approach others and talk about it, but 

you must not stop talking. You must spread your light. 

 

The Issues And Importance Of Ego In Universal Terms 

(November 15, 1988) 

 

The use of the word ego is misunderstood so very often on the earth plane. It is thought of that 

ego is Self-gratification and serving of Self. Remember that the ego will remain with the entity 

until Oneness is achieved, and so there is a degree of what you might call ego at all dimensions, 

in all levels, until Oneness is achieved. That is when ego has been dissolved. 
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What you call ego is not really the way in which it is referred to in Universal terms, for ego is 

thought to be of a negative on the earth plane, and in The Universe, it is not thought of as 

negative, unless it is used against others. The ego is needed to sustain one's ability to believe in 

their own Self and their own abilities to reach The Creative Force within. It is, as you might call 

it, an energizer. And it is in the misuse of the ego that the problems begin to develop. And so, 

from the perspective of The Universe the advancement of the spiritual does indeed need to have 

an element of what you would call ego in it, a very special energy that keeps you secure when 

the forces of darkness begin to attack you, that you are indeed of the Light, and that you are 

indeed strong, and that you can grow and that you can give out love. 

 

Remember, we have spoken in the past of the quest for Unconditional Love. It is only achieved 

when Oneness occurs, and so it is an ever-present situation of achievement, trying to become 

more and more unconditional in your love. And as the Unconditional Love develops, the ego, as 

you would call it, diminishes. And once The Oneness has been achieved, it means simultaneously 

the Unconditional Love and the disillusion of ego have occurred, and that it is not just an earth 

plane issue, but rather one that is worked on at all levels regardless of advancement, for none are 

perfect. 

 

The information that you receive from whatever dimension and at whatever level of 

advancement the entity giving you that information is, is directly related to their own closeness 

to the One and that nothing is perfect. Only information coming from The Creator is perfect. 

 

And it is our mission, partially, to help you, each and every one of you, to reach the Higher Self 

at such a level that you would be able to plug into The Universal Consciousness, and thus to 

reach The Creator and the messages that would come from the energy of One. This, for most of 

you, will not be achieved in this lifetime on the earth plane and in fact is not usually achieved 

while manifesting on the earth plane for it has its own types of lessons to be learned. It is when 

an energy is in spirit form that the true connection with The Universal Consciousness and the 

One, energy is more easily achieved. But it is the working on, at the earth plane level that is so 

important. 

 

All That You See In Others Is What Is In You ~ Be They Good, Or Not So Good 

(January 03, 1989) 

 

I have heard it said that the anger you see in others is what is a bad trait within you, and that is why you 

get mad, because you have some of the same traits you are getting angry at. And that is why you can 

recognize them. 

 

All that you see in others is what is in you, you see, be they good, or not so good. You can only 

see in others what is in you. You are not able to see anything that is not already in you. So, if you 

see intense love when you meet somebody, and when you meet people you see, you see love in 

them, and you feel trust toward people, and it is because that is a dominant part of you. When 
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you meet someone, if you feel distrust of everyone who you meet, that means that this is 

something you need to work on, that you, too, have distrust in yourself. Remember that you see 

the world only through your own eyes and it explains why so many people have so many 

different perceptions, for each of you comes from your own soul's growth and development. 

And if you understand this basic concept, you are then able to work on this. 

 

You see, many people, for example ~ it is so beautiful now ~ we are seeing the unfolding of 

great love coming from people, for they see those around them viewing the world through the 

eyes of love, and they know that they do not see the world that way, and yet they are being 

affected by those who do see the world that way. And so, they begin to question themselves, 

and they begin to open up their Heart Chakra. And they begin to see the world through love. 

Most beautiful. Most beautiful. 

 

We have seen energy forms in one single manifestation open up the Heart Chakra to such a 

degree that it can be overwhelming. They have gone from coming into the lifeform in a most 

distrustful manner and leave the lifeform with so much love in their being. And when they go 

into their next manifestation, they go in with this love. 

 

This is how it develops, you see. It is not that one energy is better than another energy because 

they see the world perhaps in a more loving way. It is simply that it has taken many 

manifestations to reach that, to develop that. So, you must not look at another individual who 

perhaps looks at the world through a more, shall we say, cynical eye, as one who is worthless. It 

simply means that this is where the individual is in their path, and that if you see the world 

through a less cynical eye, more love, that you ~ it is part of your responsibility to help in 

whatever way ~ not, of course, by forcing, but simply by example.  

 

Could it also be that if in, let us say, your previous manifestation you were a very loving individual, but 

for lessons to be learned in this lifetime, you took on that trait of being cynical? 

 

Indeed. 

 

So, you are not really regressing, but for lessons to be learned, you have taken on that trait. 

 

Usually, it is for lessons to be taught. An energy form will not usually go from one manifestation 

of great love to one of great cynicism unless it is for lessons to be taught, you see. It highlights the 

fact that when you meet someone, you have no right to judge, for you know not why they are 

the way that they are. 

 

It makes for a lot of wondering. One wonders. 

 

You could put it into that perspective, or else you could simply accept as it is, the way it is, and 

not question why anyone is the way that they are, but rather to simply accept them as on their 
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own path, and that you will be on your path, and you will be who you are, and you simply will 

send love to all around you. And if it is needed by an energy form, it will be accepted. If it is not 

wanted by an energy form, it will not be accepted, you see. 

 

It is simple, but it is tough to do when it is affecting you in a negative way. 

 

Indeed. It is why you are all here. It is why you are all here to learn. It is not easy. 

 

Ego And The Desire to Control 

(January 17, 1989) 

 

I have always attributed impatience and other unpleasant things in ourselves that we deal with, with the 

ego and some desire to control The Universe, and I am wondering if the ego is an earth plane issue, if as 

you move closer to the One, the ego diminishes, it goes away, it is known outside the presence of the true 

God-self. 

 

Yes. 

 

Do you have to deal with ego? Do others? 

 

Oh, yes, indeed! Ego is dealt with until Oneness occurs. 

 

Is it better to wrestle with it? 

 

Recognize that ego is not something to, as you would say, be wrestled with, for that implies that 

it is of a negative, and ego is not. Ego is a way in which an energy is able to monitor their 

growth. And while you may say that a particular energy has a very big ego, there is much more 

complexity to this than you would be able to really see. But we will discuss ego once again in a 

more advanced discussion again for another time.  

 

Okay. It is very complicated. 

 

It is very complicated indeed. 

 

Someone Asks If They Should Go On A Specific Trip With Someone To Mexico Pyramids 

(January 31, 1989) 

 

I was approached by a professor of mine at school who seems to have a sense about The Shift, and he had 

asked me and my husband to go on a trip with them to Mexico in the area of the pyramids. Can you tell 

me if there is any greater significance to this trip other than recreation? Is there why we should not go? 
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Now, my dearest. ☺ ☺ Doesn’t everything now especially happen for a reason? You know the 

answer to this. We will simply say that there is much information that is to be given to you in a 

short time frame of, shall we say, six to eight months now. And thus, you would look to any 

opportunity to gain that information. 

 

Is A Person's IQ Carried Into Their Soul Memory? 

(February 07, 1989) 

 

The intelligence level of the entity is an earth plane manifestation, and it is peculiar to the earth 

plane. And yes, it does carry itself through the earth plane sojourn. It is not a part, however, of 

the behavior of soul in other dimensions. It relates to that which must be accomplished on the 

earth plane. 

 

Do Not Try To Impose Your Beliefs On Anyone ~ Put Away Ego ~ Find Commonalities 

(March 14, 1989) 

 

A lot of times when you try and talk on a spiritual level with someone, if they have no spiritual level, 

there is no way you can communicate with them. 

 

You do not try to impose your views upon anyone, but rather to realize that an energy who you 

have come in contact with has a different perspective. And thus, it becomes your responsibility to 

try and reach a level of understanding, to find a common ground. Remember that you do not 

know where any entity is on their path and that it can be very deceiving. They may appear to 

not be at the same spiritual level as you, and the temptation to become a bit arrogant about the 

fact, "Oh-h, I am much higher spiritually than this one," A very, very strong temptation, is it not? 

Indeed. Rather just seek common understanding and put away the ego that all who you come in 

contact with must understand your understandings. 

 

I saw a program on street people, and there were these kids that had very tough lives. There was a leader 

they all went to for help and advice, and he gave what he had to them. I began to understand them a 

little more and realized that I had a lot more in common with them than I thought. It is just that we are 

approaching the same lessons but in different ways, in different worlds. 

 

All of us have everything in common, for we are all connected to the One. And thus, for you to 

say that "I have realized I have something in common," any of you who would say this, is the 

beginning of the realization at a conscious level of Oneness, connectedness. For if you look 

closely enough at whoever you meet you will find something. Even those at the far end of The 

Spectrum of Light, who may be very dark in comparison to you, there is unity, commonness. It is 

in the acceptance of this, for when you see another, you see yourselves in some way, for you see 

the One, and each of us as energy forms are reflections of the One. 
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Understand That Nothing Is By Mistake Or Coincidence ~ Trusting In Self 

(May 30, 1989) 

 

I was just wondering if the crystals that I gave by mistake were meant to happen. (Waith's expression 

indicates an affirmative) They are? 

 

Is there anything that is done by mistake? They indeed are meant ~ yes. Understand that nothing 

is by mistake or coincidence, and when you feel that something was meant to be, then it is the 

process you go through now of learning to trust yourselves in knowing that what you have done 

is correct. We enjoy very much giving you support in your realizations. However, we do not 

want you to use us, as you might say, as a crutch for the understanding of that which must come 

through your own realizations. 

 

Trusting And Flowing With The Universe. And The Issue Of Free Will 

(September 26, 1989) 

 

Isn't truth also surrender? Everything relates back to surrendering to The Universe and to the highest 

concepts. 

 

The use of the word surrender, as it is defined on the plane in the current illusion, is a bit 

deceiving, shall we say, to the Universal Concept that it actually applies to. Surrender as it is 

perceived on the plane now to many indicates a loss of free will, and this has become an issue for 

many, many on the plane. They confuse The Flow of The Universe and the ability to go with The 

Universal Consciousness and their own truths of The Universal Consciousness with this definition 

of surrender, you see, this question is what we also will elaborate on in the Special ~. 

 

Because I have had a lot of blurriness on the degrees of truth and surrender. 

 

Yes, yes. Surrender unfortunately is defined incorrectly on the plane in relation to its application 

of Universal Concepts, for it does not mean a loss of free will, a giving up of free will. 

Understand that free will is a Universal Concept and that all energies have free will. All have it. 

But it is the way in which it is perceived, this free will, that has caused the fuzziness. It is not 

understood accurately as to what this surrender and free will actually mean. And this is a very 

large component of our discussion in the session and it will help you all, now, to think along 

these lines for the Special Topic Session. 

 

Though it still might seem unclear, you helped me formulate my question. And my question will hopefully 

become clearer. 
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Indeed. It will. For the three questions have been asked were those that were to be presented for 

this session so that it would give you thought and it would set the groundwork for our discussion 

at greater length in the special session. 

 

These three areas will be those that will be continually elaborated upon. And we will only begin 

to discuss these in the Special Topic Session, for there will be many, many questions as the time 

progresses relating to the application of these areas. And it is in these areas that we are here most 

strongly to help you with to understand in the teaching and the learning, and in the trusting, and 

in the understanding of free will, and in the understanding of how to connect with your own 

truths, and how to connect with The Universal Consciousness and your part in the Flow of all 

that occurs. 

 

The reason I had a problem fully relating my question was that I was thinking that truth and surrender 

were the same thing. And that is why I could not formulate the question because of where I was coming 

from to start with. 

 

Ah, indeed. And we will clarify these fuzzy, as you would say, areas ~ these areas that blur, for it 

is the Universal trek, shall we say, of all entities for the understanding of learning and teaching, 

for it is not only on the plane of the earth that these concepts need to be learned and applied. It 

applies in every dimension. It applies in every training ground, be it the earth plane, or be it the 

astral plane in which we have discussed certain issues of learning that take place for entities who 

find themselves, shall we say, spending time in the astral plane. 

 

It applies to all of the dimensions of which you have no knowledge as yet but will eventually 

have knowledge as you grow and as you leave the earth plane sojourn and its lessons and go 

into other dimensions. As you are prepared for that, you will then take on the learning and 

teaching in other ways in which you cannot even begin to imagine as you find yourself on the 

plane now in this current illusion. And thus, we will help to clarify the confusion of trust for it is 

confusing in the current illusion. 

 

Are Changed Illusions Just Within Self, Or In A Concrete Manner As Well? 

(December 12, 1989) 

 

You keep saying changed illusion. Eventually, I will understand it, but I have seen a change in my thoughts 

of illusion. Do you mean in a concrete manner that we will see a change in illusion as well? 

 

This is a very good question, for what you will see is a concrete change in that which is abstract, 

such as you indicated in your thinking. It will be your own changed illusion. We will not be 

changing the general illusion on the plane. That will come after The Shift. The illusion that is 

currently existing on the plane will remain in its magnitude, for it needs to be that for the 

balancing. What you each will be experiencing will be your own perspective, that which you 

thought was is no longer ~ is changed. For some, it may prove very, very minor in that it would 

be a change in thought processes, or a greater understanding now of messages that have been 
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given in the past that were not understood, but are understood, and that would therefore change 

the way in which you see, therefore, the illusion. For some also there will be changes concretely 

in certain issues and certain areas that will be needed for that particular entity to give support to 

the fact that there is growth occurring. 

 

They would be at a particular point in their own development that they would need to see, as 

presented on the plane, concrete evidence that they are indeed going in the right direction, and it 

would be a changed illusion. We will not say that the changed illusion will always be positive. It 

may not, for the reason being that the entity needs to learn something, some issue that it has 

now indicated to The Universe it is ready to take on as a lesson. And therefore, the illusion will 

change and it might appear to be a negative set of issues occurring, a series of events occurring, 

remembering of course that nothing that occurs is negative if viewed as that which the Soul 

requests for learning. 

 

Now, in this change too are we being more attacked by the darkness than before? 

 

Not necessarily, my love. Remember also that the so-called attacks from the darkness are requests 

from the Soul and that the attacks do not occur unless the Soul has said to The Universe it wants 

the attack to occur so that it can strengthen itself and grow. So, there may be a situation in which 

there may be what appears an increase in the attacks from those of the dark and it does not 

necessarily mean, however, that a changed illusion brings on attacks from the dark. 

 

How does the change in the next few weeks affect the entities that have decided to leave the earth plane? 

Does that speed things up for them? 

 

It is situational. Yes. 

 

I am feeling a real anticipation for the next year. It is almost an I-CANNOT-WAIT attitude. I was wondering 

if everyone else feels that way. 

 

Those of you that feel that way, raise your hands. (95% of the group raised their hands) ☺ The 

anticipation that you sense is related to the fact of the coming changed vibration that the planet 

itself will be emitting, as well as the earth plane and all of its electromagnetic fields, as the time 

now accelerates to The Shifting. The mission of the Community of Terra Lux shifts also, and the 

next phase begins. We will address in that session that will end the year, as it is called on the 

plane, and will herald the beginning of the new vibration, so you are not alone in your 

anticipations. We will explain more at the appropriate time, indeed. 

 

Responding To Another Who Needs Your Assistance ~ Not Becoming Egotistical 

(February 20, 1990) 
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We have given you some, as we might say, food for thought, for all are good. Remember this. 

And remember in your own development that as you become more aware of The Universal 

Consciousness that that gives you a greater responsibility to respond when called upon by 

another who would need your assistance, and that you must not become egotistical, complacent 

about your point in the path, about your tremendous spiritual enlightenment, for none can feel 

that they have achieved perfection until there is Oneness, and then the issue of perfection no 

longer exists, for there is no ego then. Ego has departed once there is merging with The Universal 

Consciousness. And remember that once you have merged with the Consciousness, we have 

indicated this in the past, you may decide then to leave and start all over again and do other 

types of adventures, for it is eternal. 

 

The True Battle That Is Being Fought Is Within Self ~ You Battle Your Own Darkness 

(May 01, 1990) 

 

And thus, we all fight our battles, if you would, for the true battle that is being fought, my dear 

ones, is within Self. It is only within Self. That is where the true battle occurs, and any attempt to 

strengthen Self should be taken with tremendous glee and joy, for you wage the battle against 

your own darkness ~ that is all. And that darkness projects itself out around, you see, as well as 

the Light, and as you strengthen yourself stronger and stronger and stronger, more of your Light 

projects, and that is what you aim for. That is the conquest of Self. That is the ability to fend off 

all who would attempt to attack you, for you are strong within Self. 

 

And you have much help, you see. We are here whenever we are called upon to Be of Service 

and to assist you, and you have your Spirit Guides, and you have the others in the Community of 

Terra Lux to help you. You have Mushiba and Abalma to help you as a role model for strength, 

for they take nothing from anyone at any level, so many of you have been finding out. They will 

protect, for they call upon the Very Highest when they need assistance, you see. 

 

Forgiving Others Is Easy To Do ~ The Most Difficult Issue Is In Forgiving Self 

(June 12, 1990) 

 

The most difficult issue of forgiveness is not forgiving others, for that is so easy to do. It is what 

we would refer to as forgiveness of Self, for until you as an entity understand that there is 

nothing to forgive, you will constantly battle with the idea that you have done something wrong 

and therefore you must forgive yourself. Now, this is not something that entities want to do. You 

each want to keep torturing yourselves, saying, "Oh, I did not do this correctly. I am bad. I do 

not deserve growth. I do not deserve Light. I do not deserve forgiveness." 

 

Understand that at The Universal Consciousness level, no entity can do anything wrong. This is a 

Self-imposed condition, for all that is done is to be for the particular path that each entity 

chooses, and therefore, rather than to concentrate on forgiving yourself, for this is in actuality a 
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negative, one would want to concentrate rather on looking at behavior and if that behavior is 

helping you along your path. 

 

Trusting In Self And Trusting In The Flow Of The Universe 

(June 26, 1990) 

 

And so, on occasion, we need to help you keep all of this in perspective so that you do not 

become overburdened with the seriousness of Self, but at the same time understanding that what 

you do to grow is serious. Do you understand the difference? This can be difficult to understand 

at times, but as you begin to trust in Self and to trust in The Flow of The Universe, you will 

indeed begin to see that it all happens for growth and that it is beautiful when the growth occurs. 

 

When we see, oh, what you might call the light bulb going on in an entity, "I knew that!" it is so 

beautiful, for there is ~ as a light bulb goes on in the illusion, so too in the energy field of each of 

you there is, oh, the sudden, oh, burst of energy. It is most beautiful, and we see this happening 

continuously. It is a series of bright lights popping, if you will. Thus, we have given to you a bit 

of Lightheartedness in this session, and we would want you to, hopefully now, think about what 

we have given to you so that you lighten up a bit, you see, and know that, oh, this encasement 

you find yourself in, in this life you find yourself in, and "Oh, this path I have chosen!" and "Oh, 

this is just so awful!" 

 

It sucks sometimes. ☺  

 

Indeed. That has been ~ that is understood, for you know, we have a very diverse vocabulary of 

Mushiba to work with. ☺ Indeed. Most lighthearted, my love. And this is what we want. We 

want you to feel this and not to think that you cannot express these sentiments and these 

feelings, for this is what is the feeling, you see, and it is where you all get so bogged down, you 

see, that what you feel is only within you and that for some reason you cannot express it. But 

when you express, in whatever way that is, then, you see, it lightens and others say, "Yes, I feel 

that way, too." And what you feel is what you feel, and it is appropriate, and it is meant for you 

to feel that way. You must not think that anything you would say or do would shock us! ☺ We 

not only have been on the plane for those times with Mushiba but remember that it was with 

Mushiba! ☺ And Abalma!  

 

Oh, well. Say no more! 

 

And thus, you see ~ and then since we are with Mushiba's and Abalma's vibration continually, 

and the vocabulary that I have to work with, there is no word that you could use that I would 

not be able to gain reference to. ☺  

 

How about understand? 
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Oh, indeed, understand. Yes. There is no, no difficulties in that area, you see. And thus, while we 

are at a particular point in our path and have a mission and have taken on being in The Angelics 

for this particular path, we have done other things. We have been crystals. 

 

Were you ever an ant? ☺  

 

(A short pause) Uh, yes! Indeed. We had to go into the Soul memory. Yes, we have in fact been in 

The Animal Kingdom, you see. The more you do as an energy, the more you understand when 

you take on a particular encasement. You have a greater sensitivity if you have already been in 

that particular situation, for the Soul memory kicks in, as you would say, you see. And thus, we 

would hope that you would not feel in awe of us, for we have indicated so often that this is not 

what we want. We do not want to be, as you would call it, placed on a pedestal or held in awe. 

We are simply an energy that has a mission that has been given direction and has taken that on as 

part of our growth, and that is to Be of Service and to be of assistance, and we have gained this 

position by having to grow, just as all of you have. 

 

And we have information at our level just as you have information at a level that another does 

not, for you have gained an awareness. That is all. That is the only difference, that we have 

access to information and that access to information gives to us a tremendous responsibility that 

it be used to Be of Service to all who would seek us. That is all, you see. And we are under the 

direction of Amelius as the head of the Kingdom that you find yourselves in. That is all. We are 

no different than anyone else. We are no different than any energy, a blade of grass, an ant, a 

crystal. We are all One. All are One. Keep that in mind and send loving thoughts to all, and those 

thoughts would be that you would want any energy you come in contact with to be fulfilling 

that which it took on as its path. 

 

And if you step on a blade of grass, understand that there is a reason for the blade of grass being 

stepped upon, and that you emanate love and Light around you and that permeates into other 

energies. And thus, if you step on a blade of grass, you are at the same time helping it to grow 

and to learn and sending it love and Light, for all have a connection, and there is a reason for all 

encasements. A blade of grass is an encasement. Yes. 

 

And thus it is that we find that the encasements currently in the vibration fuzzy up a bit now as 

the heat of the gathering, and that which our energy brings into the vibration, has increased to 

the point of difficulty for some. 

 

It is time now for us to depart, and in our next session with you all we will have a time for 

questions of a general nature in which you may ask questions about that which we have discussed 

in this session or any other questions other than, of course, the usual sneaking in of personal 

questions. ☺ And it will be a good opportunity to watch the crystal grow. 

 

Finding The Balance Between Relying On Self And Asking For Help From Others 
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(July 22, 1990) 

 

My conflict is that there is a fine line between helping yourself, and relying on yourself for the answers, 

and the sense of community and the sense of needing others and asking for help if you need it. Maybe it is 

just me, but I am having difficulty finding the balance between how much is required of Self and how 

much I should ask of others. 

 

It is a very difficult balance for a number of entities, for understand that when you are able to 

trust in The Universe completely, and know that you can trust in The Universe, then there is no 

balance. It does not even become a question of, "How much do I rely on Self, and how much do 

I rely on others," for you will know as you trust in The Flow of The Universe the amount, if you 

will, you see. But you must go through what you currently go through in order to reach that 

point where you will understand, for each has their own degree of understanding of the balance, 

if you will. What is appropriate for your balance will be different than what is appropriate for 

another, and as your awarenesses increase of Self, and you feel the strong connection with The 

Universal Consciousness, then you will understand in greater, greater degrees. 

 

Continue to seek the answers from Self. Continue in the direction that you go in, my love, and 

do not berate yourself so that, "Why am I having this difficulty? I should not be having this 

difficulty. My friend does not have this difficulty." You see, you all do this, and you must not 

compare yourself with another's progress. You seek assistance from others. You speak among 

yourselves as a community so that you can speak about your situations, but be so very careful of 

trying to be like another. Be who you are. That is the best for each of you. 

 

Issues Of Selflessness, Responsibilities Of Being Of Service To Others In Need When Called Upon 

(May 07, 1991) 

 

What is going on in Iraq and Bangladesh and those various disasters as of late? Are the wealthier countries 

doing enough to give adequate help to provide for the people who are suffering? 

 

These are issues now relating to selflessness, and there are many who are responding to the call 

from their own souls that indicate they must work on their issues of selflessness in relation to the 

entities in this particular grouping of which you speak. Others do not have the need. They are 

not required to Be of Service to this particular grouping. Therefore, they are of Service to Other 

Groups or will Be of Service to future groups. 

 

There are also, however, many who are being called who are not responding at spirit and 

therefore, manifesting itself in physical in a mode of disinterest and irresponsibility, if you would 

use that word, in that they are being given the opportunity for balancing and learning of lessons, 

and they are simply not taking it. When we say that it is an issue of irresponsibility, it simply 

means that they will at some time, either before the incarnation is complete or at another time in 

another manifestation, have to face that which they are being given opportunities now to face 

and are simply not taking them. 
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How do you feel, if at a conscious level, whether you are one who does not feel he has to participate 

now, versus being irresponsible? 

 

This is, again, an answer that would come from your meditations, from yourself, for you would 

find yourself in a group of entities all who would have varying responses to this particular 

situation occurring. Remember that each entity has its own issues that it deals with and that not 

everyone is lined up to respond to every disaster, if you call it that, for it is not a disaster. They, 

again, are avoiding the rush when The Shift occurs. There is much learning occurring, and much 

balancing, and it is not to be viewed in a negative way, but rather, as we have said so often, in a 

very positive way. 

 

It is not to judge whether an entity, let us say, who comes in, in the encasement of a poverty-

stricken young child and is ~ stays for a very short time and leaves the earth plane through 

disaster, that that is a terrible situation, for it was simply that amount of time and that particular 

role that that energy form took on and, of course, will return for other roles. 

 

Is it recommended to send out an energy from the Heart Center? 

 

It is always an appropriate method to send any energy from any of the Energy Centers. That 

which is ~ you refer to as the Heart Center is the symbol of the love and the understanding, 

Unconditional Love, and if you are able to accomplish this, then most definitely you would do 

this, but you knew that. Remember that if it feels appropriate for you, then it is. You do not 

need to hear a spook confirm this. ☺ 

 

It seems like it could be a very strong, a very strong energy. 

 

Yes, it can, and you know, of course, that you only send out an energy and present it to another 

for possible usage. You do not impose it as definite usage, for then other issues of abuse come 

into play. 

 

A Discussion Of The Issue Of Ego 

(June 16, 1992) 

 

So, this is principally an ego thing? 

 

Yes. 

 

What are some of the factors that make~ or when the ego really develops to the point that it becomes so 

arrogant, and what are some of the cultural ~ I assume there are cultural factors, or is it just something 

that we come in with? 
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Oh, cultural. That is so earth plane. Yes. It has ~ cultural ~ simply an earth plane manifestation. 

You know, we have spoken of this thing called ego. Understand that ego, as we have described it 

in past times with you, is an essential component of an energy, and that all energy has ego. It is, 

however, the abuse of ego that is the issue. Ego used in the spiritual sense simply means that you 

have the strong sense of your path, of your strength as an energy, and that you are confident in 

your abilities to Flow with The Universe and to Be of Service to The Universe in a spiritual 

context. It is when, however, this understanding of strength of Self ~ "Ah, I am a strong energy. I 

am in control." Well, none of us are in control, you understand. It is The Universal Consciousness 

that is in control, meaning ultimately that each of you are in control of each of you. All control 

each and each control all. 

 

So, ego, when used as an abusive factor, manifests not only externally to those around the 

energy, but internally into Self, and it is only through the reconciliation through Self of the ego 

that the reconciliation of external application of ego can be resolved to the spiritual. An entity 

who is highly advanced and high in their awarenesses also has achieved a high level of ego 

control, as you would call it. As you are outside of The Universal Consciousness, there is always 

issues of ego. We, ourselves, have displayed on occasion the issues of ego to show you how easy 

it is to fall into this arena of thinking that one has this power and will use it to impose.  

 

Ego must never impose upon external, nor impose upon internal, but simply be as a 

representation of strength and service to other energies, unconditionally, without saying, "Why 

should I do that for you?" But simply, that the request occurs to you as an energy, that it is The 

Universe saying you must respond and not question why, but that The Universe has said, "You 

are being asked to Be of Service." Not an easy one. 

 

What And How Is The Will Of An Energy Adapted To The Issue Of Ego And The Soul? 

(June 16, 1992) 

 

You talked a lot tonight about the Soul, and it touched on the ego. I would like to know what and how 

the will of an energy is adapted to what you are talking about. 

 

Ah, the will. The will of the individual and the will of The One. Most interesting conflict that can 

occur, for the illusion presents that there is the will of an individual. But understand that each of 

us are part of the same energy ultimately, and that it is the will of The Universal Consciousness 

that prevails, and that each energy has a certain ~ the will is in actuality an illusion that keeps the 

concept of the Circle of Light, of which we spoke earlier, held together, for The Angelic Protector 

says to its energy charge, "What do you determine to be your will?" You would say, "My will is ~ 

such and such. I will develop in certain areas." You choose what you want, for you have been 

given the array available outside of The Universal Consciousness. The Universal Consciousness is 

an illusion for The One, you see. 
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Now. The will, then, interacts with the ego. One must have the will in order to sustain the ego. 

From that springs the ego. From that springs al-l-l of the lifetimes. These are all of the lifetimes, 

infinite numbers of lifetimes on the earth plane ~ earth plane, which we will address, and not the 

other training grounds. The lifetimes feed the ego, and the ego feeds the will, you see. This is also 

a discussion of greater depth that, as time on the plane progresses, we will be addressing, for 

there is much that we can add to this. 

 

What Are The Consequences Of Abuse Of The Will In An Incarnation? 

(June 16, 1992) 

 

Understand that there is only one consequence, as you would call it, in being out of The One, 

and that is that you would regress. Regress. It is the only consequence. And one cannot regress, as 

we said earlier, to the point of dissolving, so that this shell of Light always would maintain itself 

under normal conditions, which is what we will address in this session. Thus, consequences are 

simply movement back, meaning that one would have to move forward and retrace. So, we do 

not use the word consequence, for that implies a negative, and that is simply not. It simply means 

that one must work a little bit harder now to move ahead. This is the flow. 

 

Now. We would have one of the others in The Company wanting to speak to you, and you 

would be able to ask a question. He rarely makes appearances, for he is considered the Librarian 

of the group, Jenjura. And he is rather shy, for he exists mostly in the stacks, if you will, in the 

information arena, and he is the one who oftentimes is called upon by many who need assistance 

in researching information for their Self to help in releasing information from the Soul. So, he will 

join you now for a little bit. 

 

Jenjura Comes In To Explain The Concept Of Will And Ego ~ Webs Of Lifetimes Crisscrossing 

(June 16, 1992) 

 

Jenjura: I am the entity Jenjura. We have come in to explain to you a bit more of this concept of 

WILL and EGO. Your lifetimes on the earth plane can be very, very complex and form webs of 

energy. This Circle that Waith has described has, as you fill in, what you would call webs 

crisscrossing, and you fill in, eventually, via crisscrossing, and it becomes so difficult for many of 

you to connect with the ego and the will because so often you have a parallel life or a lifeline, 

and these separate activities contribute to this webbing and can then create a sense of confusion 

on your part as to what is connected with what. 

 

These lines that Waith has drawn are, in actuality, webs, and as your Conscious Self ~ this 

Conscious Self ~ attempts to look to the Higher Self, you must go through the ego and the will. 

But as you do this, you have in your vibration the web of your lifetime that you currently are 

living and the shadowing, for many of you, of other lifetimes, in addition to lifelines and parallel 

lives. This creates a further complication in understanding. It is why so often you would feel a 

sense of loss of understanding of Self. This is why you have your guides, to help you to 
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understand this webbing and to look through the webbing and to see the clarity, so that you 

move up and you see the ego, and then you see your will. 

 

Introductory Session ~ Panoramic Perception, Overview Of Self 

(July 19, 1994) 

 

We have come in this gathering to speak with you of a topic that we would refer to Panoramic 

Perception. And before we begin the discussion, from our perspective, we would want to 

establish a frame of reference for each of you, and that relates to the cultural and linguistic 

variations that you each have come from, to understand the word, more specifically, PANORAMIC. 

The use of the word panoramic varies from culture to culture on the plane. And we will make 

our frames of reference in our discussions to a definition that refers to overview. So, as we are 

giving our information referring to panoramic, we go from that basic definition of overview. 

Some look at panoramic as widespread, or sweeping, or large, and these of course are all 

appropriate frames of reference. 

 

The use of the word perception also has varying definitions. Our frame of reference for this 

particular word refers to Self. Thus, when we talk now, we will be discussing an Overview of 

Self. Now, if you would like to use the more sophisticated sounding PANORAMIC PERCEPTION, 

please feel free to do so. We have brought it into a simplicity of OVERVIEW OF SELF. 

 

Now then, Overview of Self. That perhaps sounds a bit too simplistic, and you would say, “What 

do we need a spook to tell us about Overview of Self?" And to answer that, of course, you do 

not need me for this. Your meditations can tell you this. However, most of you need to have 

assistance in reaching those levels in your meditation where you are able to speak with Self, and 

therefore, have the Overview of Self. We give you then an introductory type of discussion in this 

session that will have much further depth given as time on the plane is measured. 

 

Seeing SELF First Is A Mandate From The Universal Consciousness 

(July 19, 1994) 

 

Let us look then at the way in which you each look at Self. Each of us, as entities, regardless of 

the level of awareness to which we have attained our understandings, sees Self first. This is a 

mandate from The Universal Consciousness, for in order to see the higher awarenesses, you must 

of course see Self first and its relationship to The Universal Consciousness. Thus, you must begin 

with the basic premise that Self is the reality to which you have determined your path on the 

earth plane. 

 

Identities Are Given At The Very Point When You Come Out Of The Universal Consciousness 

(July 19, 1994) 
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We plan to, in a few sessions from now, discuss the point of origin with all of you. And this 

discussion in this session is a beginning of that discussion. The way in which you view Self is 

determined from that very point in which you came out of The Universal Consciousness and 

were given an identity. Each of us, when we come out of The Universal Consciousness, are given 

an identity. Some select their identity. Others simply say, “Give me an identity." There are many 

variations on the theme, if you will. 

 

And the forces that run The Universal Consciousness have a little bag of tricks, if you will, that 

they pull out an identity, “Here is an identity for you.” And it is at that point that your sense of 

Self is first established. It is then from that point of origin that you look at The Menu available 

from The Universal Consciousness of the types of activities you would want to engage in ~ not 

just on the earth plane, of course, but in all of the training grounds. And when you determine 

those activities, that determination is a reflection of the identity that you have taken on. Some 

entities are given an identity that enables them to go into as many different training grounds, and 

as many different kingdoms, as they would want. Others are given an identity that simply brings 

them into one or two kingdoms and/or training grounds. 

 

We have discussed in other times that many in The Angelic Kingdom come out of The Universal 

Consciousness solely to be in The Angelic Kingdom. Once an angel, always an angel, you know. 

Some even can come in at a high level in The Angelic Kingdom. Others of us, of course, have to 

be Cherubs and work our way through The Angelic Kingdom. Others, however, when coming 

out of The Universal Consciousness and are given their identity, may have in their identity profile 

The Angelic Kingdom, plus other kingdoms. And thus, you may go about in other kingdoms and 

then finally wind up in The Angelic Kingdom and work your way through. This is true of any of 

the kingdoms in which you would find yourself playing. Thus, you have established your identity 

of Self. 

 

Working Through The Menu Items Your Identity Has Established As Appropriate For Your Path 

(July 19, 1994) 

 

In order to work through, then, The Menu that you have established as appropriate for your 

path, you begin to, let us say, “Take one item off The Menu and work at that.” It is perhaps 

learning about gender differences. You say then that you will enter into different training grounds 

in the various genders that are available in each of the training grounds. The earth plane at this 

moment in its experience in this illusion has only two genders. A little tidbit for future discussion 

that we give out to you. Other training grounds would have different types of genders. You 

determine then that you will come into the training ground as many times as you need in various 

genders to learn the lessons. 

 

You may take on the issue of patience. You may take on the issue of judgement, in ways that 

relate to the type of identity that has been given to you. However, in order to complete each of 

those Menu items initially, it is necessary to focus on that one particular item. And as you begin 

to eat your way through your Menu, shall we say, and you have tasted each of the items that 
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you have selected, it is then time to bring them all together and begin to mix them. And 

oftentimes, that is done with one and two items coming together, and then you bring in a third 

item, and you then you bring in a fourth, until you have finally taken all of the items you have 

selected and are able to use them in harmony, working one with the other. And thus, the 

Overview of Self begins to take effect. And the goal in the return to The One is the ability to 

begin to see the Overview of Self. 

 

Many entities have the mistaken idea that their goal is to see the overview of The Universe. This 

is ludicrous. No entity has the ability to see the overview of The Universe except for Amelius and 

the other four who run The Universal Consciousness. They see the total picture. We are each 

able, however, as we expand our own awarenesses of Self, to see the larger picture of how we fit 

into the larger picture, and to understand that any information that you have has a larger 

awareness to it. The goal, then, is to reach the point of return to The Universal Consciousness 

when, in that very instant, there is complete understanding of all that is. And when you have that 

complete understanding, you are brought back into The Universal Consciousness. That is the 

goal. 

 

The Overview Of Self Requires Work On Your Part ~ The Answers Coming From Within Self 

(July 19, 1994) 

 

Understand, then, the Overview of Self requires work on your part. This is our never-ending 

theme, of course, that your answers come from within yourself. We can give you techniques. We 

can give you guidance as you seek the higher awarenesses of Self. But it is ultimately only you as 

an entity who can find that overview of your identity. Understanding your own identity is the 

task at hand. It is one of the gifts that is given to you when you come onto the earth plane as a 

training ground. It is on the earth plane training ground that permission has been given by The 

Universal Consciousness to help entities very easily identify who they are. Of course, there is a 

flipside to that, as there is with everything, and the flipside of course is that the earth plane is one 

of the most accelerated of training grounds. And thus, in order for you to understand and have 

the identity of Self, it means that your training takes on an accelerated mode, which is not a new 

concept to many of you ~ that you are in accelerated growth. 

 

And that as you begin to see your Overview of Self, it is as if it were breaking through a barrier 

of sort, for the more that you begin to see the overview, the more you are able to see. But you 

must be very careful of taking this knowledge and thinking that it, indeed, outlines your entire 

path, and that you have found all of your answers. None of us find all of our answers while we 

are in training outside of The Universal Consciousness. Total understanding comes only, as we 

said, at that moment before entry back into The Universal Consciousness. Outside of the 

consciousness, we have, at best, an incomplete understanding of Self. But this is not a negative. 

This is simply the way it is. 

 

And thus, of course, if someone were to say to you, "I know all about you," you would laugh, for 

how could anyone know all about you, if you do not, and will not, know all about you? And 
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also, for you to be cautious of attempting to learn all that you can about another entity. 

Concentrate rather on learning more of Self rather than more of another entity. When you 

attempt to learn more about another entity, it delays your own progression. It delays your own 

return to The One, for it means that you are not focusing on learning of Self. And the more that 

you learn of Self, the more easily it is to Be of Service to Others. You do not need to know 

another. You simply need to know that you would Be of Service if another comes to you seeking 

help. This is the difficult part, for Being of Service means waiting around for someone to ask you, 

not for you going to someone and saying, "I am here to Be of Service," for when you do that, 

you take away from the effort and the energy needed to learn about Self. 

 

As you see the Overview of Self, you then see the overview of how you fit into the consciousness 

of all around you. You have then a greater sensitivity, a greater sense of understanding of the 

struggle that others have, for you understand your own struggle. There is no question given that 

another struggles, for you know that you struggle to learn of Self. And anything that you can do 

to Be of Service to another's struggle for Self Awareness is what The Universe would ask of you. 

 

You see, it is quite simple to take these two large words PANORAMIC PERCEPTION ~ what does that 

mean? And part of our attempts to disseminate information to you is to bring these complex 

words that are consistently used by many in the spiritual communities around the earth plane in 

an attempt to exclude others. "Oh, you do not know of Panoramic Perception? Well, you must 

not be very enlightened then, for you obviously have not attuned yourself to this Panoramic 

Perception." As we have said so often, when a question has been posed to us using these words 

that come from other dialogues, that we bring it into a language that is more Universally 

understood and more Universally accepted. OVERVIEW OF SELF. 

 

A little hint, my loved ones. When someone does say to you, "Ah, we have learned of the 

concepts behind Panoramic Perceptions." And you do not know perhaps what they mean, and 

you would say, “Oh, please explain that concept to me, for I perhaps know that concept by 

another name." Do not allow others who would attempt to puff up themselves with language to 

intimidate you. Do not allow that type of behavior. Stand for yourself and question the 

definition. If you still are not aware of the concept, then simply say, “That is a concept I am 

unfamiliar with. Would you please explain it to me?" Generally, anyone who would use 

phraseology that is complex does not have much of an idea of how to explain it, and you would 

then begin to hear them fumble about perhaps. 

 

Those who would attempt to give you information would give it in a simple manner. So, stay 

clear a bit of those who would not want to explain in any great clarity to you, but rather, to 

cloud it in this term you refer to as jargon, SPIRITUAL JARGON. Be most careful of it. And if you 

hear it and you do not know what it means, come to Mushiba or come to us in Public Session, or 

come to any who gather in these sessions, and say, “I have just heard this word. What does it 

mean? Have you heard this before?" This then gives you a greater sense of Self. And as we have 

indicated in our GUIDELINES FOR GROWTH, that Respect of Self is the first and most important 

component and all else follows. That is what we give you in this introductory session for 
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information. Understand of course that there is much more depth to this topic. We would take 

questions from any of you relating to what we have just given. 

 

 You mentioned waiting around to Be of Service. What if nobody asks us to Be of Service? ☺  

 You are lucky. 

 

You are. You are lucky. You will eventually be asked. That is part of the game. If you think that 

you will go for any length of time without being asked, it simply will not happen. It may be in 

ways that you do not recognize. You do not always have someone come to you and say, 

“Please, Be of Service to me." That is usually not the way that it works. It could be something 

very simple in which you are called upon to respond. 

 

As You Achieve Knowledge Of Self, You Achieve Knowledge Of The Universe 

(July 19, 1994) 

 

We need to focus on understanding Self, and you say that we would only attain knowledge of The 

Universe at the time when we go back to The One. But we should not focus on getting knowledge of The 

Universe. I am missing the step between getting knowledge of Self and getting knowledge of The 

Universe. 

 

As you achieve knowledge of Self you achieve knowledge of The Universe. It is an expansive 

equation. One is a result of the other. Expansion of Self brings then a greater understanding of 

how you fit into the overall Universal Consciousness. And when that expansion of Self is 

achieved ~ each step, each minute expansion ~ then brings you into a greater Universal 

awareness, so that there is really not a step that is missing. It is more of a flow and a type of 

absorption that occurs, for as you know more of Self, you then have a greater awareness of how 

you, as an entity, fit into the greater scheme of things. And by understanding then how you fit 

into the greater scheme of things, you then have a greater understanding of The Universal 

Consciousness. 

 

So, understanding Self is understanding The Universe better then. 

 

As you understand Self, you then increase your understanding of The Universal Consciousness. 

When you have reached the total point of understanding of Self, you then absorb into The 

Universal Consciousness, and there is at that instant a complete understanding of all. And then 

you go back into The Universal Consciousness and you can either stay there or decide to come 

back out and play again. 

 

Is Self A Representation Of The Universal Self? 

(July 19, 1994) 
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Each of us is a microcosm of The Universal Consciousness and are bound by an energy thread 

that brings us back into The Universal Consciousness. Whatever an entity does, whatever energy 

that is out of The Universal Consciousness does, affects in some way all other energies that are 

outside of The Universal Consciousness, so that it is indeed a representation of The Universal 

Consciousness. Each of us is a part of that Universal Consciousness. 

 

It is the cliché now that is on the earth plane that we are all One. Well, we are. There is nothing 

cliché about it. It simply is that all energy in this gathering, for example, is united. However, part 

of the game that is played by coming out of The One is in separation, but there is never lost the 

Universality of it, The Oneness of it. And if The Universal Consciousness decided for some reason 

to call back, let us say, this grouping of energies, it would do so ~ without a time frame to it. It 

would simply happen, and it would not be a difficulty. It would simply be a merging, but that is 

very rarely done, for it spoils the game. We have no fun then if we are all taken back so easily. 

 

Is the meaning of life, the purpose of life is to have a place for entities to play? 

 

Pretty much so. Yes. You have caught onto the basic theme of our message in one very brief 

meeting here that many who have been listening to our words for years have not caught onto 

yet. PLAYTIME ON THE EARTH PLANE is what we are essentially discussing, and everything outside of 

The Universal Consciousness is play. However, the way in which many entities define play brings 

in the difficulties, brings in the issues of negativity and all of that, but even the negativity that 

comes and the darkness that comes is a form of play. It is all a game. Yes. 

 

Discussion of Authority and Hierarchy In Society In Relation To Understanding One’s Self 

(July 19, 1994) 

 

I liked your emphasis on individual identity. However, in this world of human societies, authority and 

hierarchy seem to be the biggest problems in people understanding themselves and living their lives 

correctly. And yet, it bothers me a little bit when we talked about other planes ~ so much hierarchy and 

so much authority still existing in those other areas, like Cherubs and stuff. 

 

Yes, indeed. We give you those descriptions as a frame of reference, my son, not to be taken in 

the same way of hierarchical discussions as you are currently seeing on the earth plane. There is 

an order to The Universe, and the order of The Universe gives responsibilities, and what we 

more appropriately would call training grounds. Being a Cherub, for example, is a training 

ground to learn to be able to go into a higher awareness training ground in the Archangel level 

to which I am now in. But in order to be in that level there needs to be the learning at other 

levels of understanding. It is not to be determined as a power. 

 

On the earth plane it has very specifically been set up so that issues of power and abuse of power 

and proper use of power could be determined by establishing hierarchies. And that as soon as 

you as an entity do not conform to the hierarchical concept on the earth plane, you have 

essentially won the battle, for the understanding of Self is not easily achieved. It is not meant to 
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be simply given to you. And thus, to understand Self and to struggle with that and to truly 

understand Self means that you will not give yourself to the hierarchy, to those who would say 

to you, "This is the way you must do it or else you are not learning. You are not a proper human 

being." And that the hierarchy extends itself on the earth plane by perceptually giving many on 

the plane the idea that The Human Kingdom is at the top of the hierarchy. 

 

And man, indeed, the gender male, is at the very top, and then females come next, and children 

come next, and animals, and minerals, and all of the different hierarchies. "One is better than the 

other," is established purposely so that you as an entity in the strengthening of Self will say, “This 

is not true, for The Universal Consciousness has a higher purpose. There is a higher 

understanding." In understanding Self's place within The Universal Consciousness, and to better 

understand the Overview of Self, you must have been able to dismiss the concept of hierarchy. 

Even as we give information, we talk of levels of understanding. From a Universal perceptive 

there is no "better than." It is simply levels of awareness. 

 

It is also a way in which the testing of how you use your understandings, your levels of 

awareness. If you abuse it because you understand something a bit more than someone else, and 

you degrade that entity, or in fact use it against that entity, then you are being tested. And it is 

that abuse that feeds into the hierarchy concept. As soon as you break that within Self, then you 

are well on the road to an understanding of Self within levels of understanding rather than 

hierarchy. 

 

Could you imagine people living without governments and police, forcing other people to do things? 

 

Oh, indeed, my love. But not on the earth plane, you see. There will be points in the illusion, 

however, in which the beginnings bring about a disbanding of that type of activity. The earth 

plane, you must understand, is only one of infinite number of training grounds. It is one of the 

more concrete of the training grounds, and as a result, certain scenario are set up. Now, we are, 

as you know, here to help you work through the ending of this particular illusion and prepare for 

The New Illusion. At the end of any illusion, all of the muck has accumulated. So, the abuse of 

governments and institutions is at its height. And as you are seeing, much is beginning to crumble. 

When this illusion reaches its conclusion, all of that will be gone. And in The New Illusion, as we 

have said, at the beginning there will be a time of restructuring. 

 

But, as any illusion on the earth plane requires, within anywhere between eight hundred and one 

thousand earth plane years, the governments will have come back up again, and controlling 

others will be part of it. You know, in Atlantis, it was done in a different way. Nonetheless, it 

was done, for it was done through mind control and not especially physical control as you know 

it. Governments were very much in evidence. And this will also be so as the next illusion kicks in, 

shall we say. It is part of being on the earth plane. There are other training grounds in which this 

type of training is not necessary. The Candy Planet, for example. ☺ 

 

The Water Planet. 
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Oh, but the water planets do have a government, a governing type of situation. 

 

The Struggle Of Learning To Face One’s Self, And The Issues of Judgement 

(July 19, 1994) 

 

What are some of the reasons that some entities do not put forth an effort to understand themselves? Like 

they are just here? 

 

Yes. It happens to the best of us. There is no requirement that says every time you come onto a 

training ground, especially the earth plane, you must focus on doing something. There are indeed 

occasions when you can have a rest visit on the earth plane. You can come in and simply rest. 

You do not need to do very much. You have met entities who appear not to really have much 

going on in their life, and that is fine. They have chosen that. It is occasionally given. Also, it is 

important to understand the issues of judgement, that when you look at another and you say, 

“They are not looking within Self as they should be." Well, by whose definition? And who would 

any of you be to determine whether another is looking within Self enough? Perhaps they have 

taken on a very small percentage of an issue to learn in a particular lifetime, and as a result, not 

much activity is occurring. If they have chosen to learn about Self, perhaps one very slight 

millimeter out of the total that needs to be learned, it would then give an appearance that they 

are not seeking information about Self. 

 

It is an issue for all, especially on the earth plane, to be careful of judging whether another is 

doing what they are supposed to be doing. It is not any of your responsibilities to do so. And to 

understand that if they are not looking within Self, that is all right. There is no rule that says they 

have to. If they have chosen not to look within Self, it simply means that their journey will take a 

bit more time. It takes as long as it takes. There is another cliché ~ we are about to begin writing 

cards perhaps. ☺ It could have little words of wisdom. 

 

Thus, be most careful, my love, of presenting an evaluation of another's growth or seeking 

knowledge of Self. Others may be trying very much to find knowledge of Self and are finding 

blockages, and feel a sense of frustration and are not able to verbalize it, and keep it within Self. 

And that behavior can often be seen as behavior of not seeking information of Self. Some entities 

do not want to find out about Self because they are afraid, and that is also all right. It is part of 

the struggle for Self. And if you as an entity fear finding out about Self, then it means that you 

simply back away a little bit until you feel strong enough to face Self. And the stronger you feel in 

facing Self, the easier it will become. And that as you feel the struggle within Self to find Self, 

understand that all others around you are in the same struggle, just in varying degrees and may 

not have already found the strength that you have found in facing Self. 

 

Finding A Balance ~ The Goal Is To Reach Equilibrium 

(July 19, 1994) 
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In the use of power, an entity has to achieve a balance by not being beneficial, or be over critical, or harsh 

on the individuals, but rather, somewhere in between? 

 

Yes. Our basic theme through all of our discussions is the balancing, and that in order for balance 

to be achieved, there must be imbalance at both ends of the teeter totter, and that the goal is to 

reach equilibrium. And thus, if you find yourself in a lifetime abusing power, it is part of the 

balancing, for then you may find yourself in another lifetime going to just the opposite where 

you would want nothing to do with power. You let everybody do whatever they want. You let 

them walk all over you and manipulate you, you see, until you reach that point of equilibrium, 

as we have discussed in the issue of the teacher and the student and the supervisor, where you 

know what your responsibilities are. You give just enough leeway, if you will, without you, 

yourself, losing the responsibility that has been entrusted to you from The Universal 

Consciousness. 

 

As each of us learns a lesson, even if it is a small percentage of the lesson, we are then held 

accountable by The Universal Consciousness to teach that to those who have not reached that 

level of awareness. And it is then that the issues of power also come into play, for as you learn 

more, you are tested more for the way in which you utilize that knowledge. 

 

So then, is the earth a reciprocal situation with the Universal Intelligence? Our concept of Jesus and Christ, 

and so forth, has always been highly benevolent. Is there then a severe side as well? 

 

There is a balance. There is a balance. And the entities who have come in, as you know them, the 

Jesus entity, the Buddha entity, those who projected what you might perceive as an imbalance to 

this issue, in actuality, did not. And there is much that is not known of those actual moments on 

the earth plane in which there was an exhibition of the balancing. What occurred in the formality 

of their body of information ~ let us say, from Buddha ~ is that it projected total compliance 

and duplicity, if you will, in an attempt to bring balance from the other end, for there are many 

who would question those words. And if they were to look in depth at the information, they 

would see that it is not an imbalance but rather a total balance that is projected. 

 

It gives entities an opportunity to see abuse. If they see in the words of Jesus, for example, that 

one should love one another, regardless, an entity who is going to abuse power would say, “Ah, 

we have a group of people who believe in loving one another. Now, I can go in and abuse that, 

for I can take that knowledge that they are using to grow with and use it against them." Another 

would take that same information and say, “Ah, this is a way to achieve even greater growth and 

harmony by knowing that this group of entities adheres to a particular philosophy." 

 

Well, even in the Bible there is a balance. The Old Testament portrays God as very severe, and the New, 

quite the opposite. It seems to be a balance between the two. 
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Indeed. It is discussion for another time that we would indeed be projecting in the coming 

months on the earth plane. As Terra Lux presents its schedule of our topics, you will, my son, find 

that topic to fit in with a particular one. 

 

Conflicts of Ego Of The Conscious Self And Wanting To Be In Control 

(August 02, 1994) 

 

What are we doing here at the conscious level if we do not have a lot to say about what is going on? 

Why bother? 

 

But you do, my son. Your Higher Self is what has all the say, your Higher Self and the Soul. You 

are simply the concreteness of the Higher Self and Soul acting out the lessons to be learned. You 

see, this is perhaps part of the point of it all. Why is any energy in an encasement, in a 

concreteness? You are simply the tool at concrete level for your own Higher Self and for your 

own Soul. It is not anyone else controlling you, my son. It is you controlling you. 

 

However, this is where the issues of ego come in. At conscious level one would want to think 

that one is completely in control, and that at the conscious level you have the absolute say in 

everything that goes on. In actuality, at the concrete level, you have absolutely nothing to say 

about what goes on. And the sooner you learn that, the better you find yourself existing and 

learning your lessons. Simply flow with what occurs and trust in your Higher Self and trust in the 

connection that your Higher Self and your Soul has and its connection to The Universal 

Consciousness in giving you all of the answers that you need for Self. 

 

It is the conflict, however, between the ego of Conscious Self and the ego of Higher Self that is 

always at risk here for whether the lesson is learned or not, or whether you have to keep coming 

back to learn it until you finally, at Conscious Self, determine that you are simply the instrument 

of your own Higher Self. It is as simple as that. Is that a difficult concept to grasp? 

 

If the communication with the Higher Self is excellent, and you are able to work out a plan together, that 

is great. If there are blockages, then, at a conscious level where most of our influences are, other 

consciousnesses on the conscious level, and you have to deal with that, it is sort of like we have to almost 

ignore most of what we deal with every day. 

 

Oh, indeed. But, you see, you have very aptly identified the entire problem, and that is that 

there is so much blockage at conscious level of the reality of the Higher Self being in control, that 

the blockages then create their own blockages. And until there can be the flow of communication 

between the Conscious Self and the Higher Self, then the blockages will mount up and you will 

take those blockages from lifetime to lifetime to lifetime until you finally catch on and figure it 

out and say finally, "It is my Higher Self that is in control. I am not in control." And then suddenly 

there are no more blockages. You have a very clear understanding of what it is you are here to 

do. You do it, and you do it easily ~ not without its difficulties, but with a clearer understanding 
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that you are truly working your own Higher Self ~ that you are not under the control of any 

other influences. 

 

This is the problem at Conscious Self. You are all so easily influenced by others around you rather 

than listening to Self and allowing Self to give you the answer. You want to have someone else 

tell you what to do. It makes it much easier. It takes the responsibility away from your own 

behavior. It is much easier. But in the long run, you have achieved nothing except more 

blockages. Until you finally accept Self, Higher Self and Soul as the one giving you your answers, 

and not your friend next door. Then, and only then, will you feel the beginnings of rapid 

growth. 

 

Are you saying then, individuals have to take responsibility for their own actions in order to evolve? 

 

Indeed. 

 

But then that flies in the face of the concept that we have with our religions, and that is the idea of the 

savior, God, atoning for our sins. I mean, how can another take on the sins that we have, and after we 

simply give them away to some other entity, even if it is a God? I mean, isn’t that contrary to the basic 

point of development of one's own responsibility of one's own evolution? You cannot give away what 

you have done. It is there for you to work out. 

 

We will be giving a very complete discussion of faith and religious development. If you would 

refer to our schedule of topics coming, you will see that we will be addressing those types of 

concerns and responding to those issues. It is important to be able to separate out that which has 

become dogma and disseminated from certain religions as THE WAY and THE TRUTH and to bring it 

back into its spiritual purity. And we will, as best as we are able, give you some spiritual purity to 

that particular concern. If you are present, my son, in that session where we discuss this issue, we 

would ask that you present that question once again. 

 

The Battle Lines Are Drawn ~ Dark And Light Within Self ~ Dealing With Issues 

(April 04, 1995) 

 

Something you said about drawing the battle lines. Is this the dark and the Light? Or is it referring to what 

you said at the end, the exaggerated behaviors of prejudice? I do not understand the battle lines or what 

we are up against. 

 

When we refer to battle lines, we are making reference to a concept commonly known on the 

earth plane as THEM AGAINST US. In every issue that is to be learned, there is a THEM AGAINST US, a 

dark and a Light ~ who is not for us to say ~ them or us ~ dark/light ~ light/dark. The issue is 

here that in every lesson to be learned, there is a dark and a Light that take stands against each 

other. Within Self there is the battle of dark and light within Self. Within Self there are battle lines 

drawn ~ the battles lines of coming in, eventually, to the middle and meeting and becoming 
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One, the merging of the dark and the Light into complete Lightness. Thus, when there is 

difference, unless the difference has become unified as all Light, there will be dark and Light. 

There will be this, oftentimes, hostility. 

 

There is much that goes on in the issues of gender. There is much that goes on in the issues of 

sexuality. There is much that goes on in the issues of understanding religion, for example. Ah, that 

is a hot one. "I belong to this particular religion, and these are the truths that come from that 

religion, and that is the way it is! You go to heaven if you do this, and you go to hell if you do 

that. One person who heads the religion knows all and can tell you what to do, how to live, 

how to act." Within that religion, there is another side to the battle that says no, and the fight 

begins. Then, outside of that grouping, those who are not part of that particular religion, but yet 

who feel their duty to become part of the battle, give even more flame to the issue. 

 

Social systems currently existing on the plane have battle lines in them. Political systems have 

battle lines. You are all on various battles lines. You may not have recognized it, but you are. 

You, and you alone, can put an end to your own participation in the battle. The battle may still 

carry itself on, but you can end your participation in the battle. If you can end your participation, 

then you can then begin to influence one other person to end their participation. Before you 

know it, there is no one left to fight the battle. Everybody has said, "We are not going to fight 

this any longer." But then, of course, there will be other battles to fight. That is the way of the 

plane. But this is the way in which it works. 

 

At this time in the illusion, it is the opportunity to bring to closure many of those battles so that 

in the beginnings of The New Illusion there will be the harmony. Then, of course, as we have 

stated, soon after that settling in, the battle lines will begin to reappear. But that is the way of the 

illusion. 

 

Are You Saying We Should Devote More Of Earth Time To Our Self-Enlightenment? 

(April 04, 1995) 

 

Your entire time on the plane, every waking and non-waking moment, should be devoted to 

improvement of Self. That is the reason that you are on the plane. Why else would you want to 

be here? 

 

To play. 

 

There is no such thing as an easy time on the earth plane. In our year of discussion in which we 

labeled it PLAYTIME ON THE EARTH PLANE, it was not a frivolous type of discussion. It was very 

serious information regarding the kinds of lessons and issues that relate to the earth plane. The 

earth plane as a training ground, as we have said many times, is one of the most difficult of 

training grounds. It gives accelerated training. 
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There is on very rare occasions a lifetime in which an entity can come in and have no lessons. 

Everything is put on standstill, if you will. Those are rare, and those are granted to an entity. You 

cannot simply do it on your own. It is a reward, almost, for you to be able to come onto the 

accelerated Work Planet that the earth plane is and not have to do anything. It is similar to taking 

an afternoon off from your job and not having to do anything, and knowing that everybody else 

around you is working, and you are not. You can look at it in that respect. 

 

Thus, all of your energies need to be devoted, to the greater understanding of Self. Everything in 

which you engage yourselves is a lesson, is an opportunity, even learning how to laugh and how 

to feel lighthearted, for while these are serious lessons ~ and it is serious that you change your 

attitudes, you change your attitudes with Lightheartedness. We give you this information in a 

very serious tone, but everything that we give to you is with the understanding that it be applied 

in a lighthearted manner. It does not mean frivolous. There is a vast difference between frivolous 

and lighthearted. 

 

Lighthearted is where you are giving Unconditional Love to whatever the situation is. Even if it is 

a most difficult situation and you are grumbling and you are angry, you come out of it and you 

bring in your own Light. There will be times when you feel yourself encumbered by the dark. 

Very serious. Then you come out of it. 

 

If you are truly learning your path and are serious about your path, you will know that every 

difficulty that is presented to you, you will work through, and you will do it with the Light. Even 

in the most darkest of moments, you will not be away from your own Light. If you are, then that 

is reason for you to increase your understanding by being with others who can, on one hand, be 

serious about their path, and on the other hand, be approaching it with Lightheartedness. Be very 

serious about what you have to do, but not at all serious about who you are. Do not take 

yourself seriously, but rather, your path and your mission seriously. We do not take ourselves 

seriously. We have given you many examples of that. But yet, we are quite strident in our 

message. Do you understand the distinction, my love? 

 

I am getting it. 

 

You are getting it? It does take a bit of working. Yes, and, you see, that was a most appropriate 

response. It was a lighthearted response, for we know that there is still a great deal of confusion 

in the distinction that we have given. However, the distinction has been given. It is on the record 

now. And that means that you have that information available to you, and that as you go 

through your path, and you forget what the distinction is, you can go back and read it, talk to 

others, and slowly it will come to you. As you have experiences, the distinctions begin to make 

themselves quite clear. To read something is not going to give you enlightenment. You must 

respond to it in some type of action in order to understand what you have read or heard. Then, 

and only then, does it become clear to you ~ and that takes lifetimes, millions and millions of 

lifetimes for some. It is not just a couple of lifetimes to get it over with. It does not work that 

way. 
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It Takes At Least Ten Lifetimes To Get Acclimated On The Earth Plane 

(April 04, 1995) 

 

It takes at least ten lifetimes to get acclimated on the earth plane. You have all met entities who 

are new on the earth plane. They are easily recognizable, without your even realizing it. You 

recognize it at a higher level. There is, in many cases, a tendency to want to help that entity 

acclimate, for the Soul memory is there of what it was like when you acclimated onto the earth 

plane. Those of you who are in your final lives, whether this one you are currently in is your final 

one, or one of the final few ~ as you reach that point in your sojourn on the earth plane, you 

become even more needful of helping those who have just come onto the plane. That is simply 

what happens. You have the understanding of the difference, what it means to be serious and 

lighthearted at the same time. 

 

How Do We Determine An Appropriate Way To Be Compensated For Our Basic Needs So We 

Can Be Of Service? 

(October 03, 1995) 

 

You talked about using these interdimensional communications skills to serve in a selfless way. On this 

concrete earth, we also need shelter and food. How do we determine an appropriate way to be 

compensated, just so we can have the necessities we need in the physical sense for this sharing and 

teaching that we do? 

 

It is not for you to determine, even though you would attempt to. It is for The Universe to 

determine in conjunction with your soul. It is, however, one of the most common problems that 

many in this concrete illusion find themselves struggling with, for they feel that they want to Be 

of Service but they are not being paid. and therefore, they cannot have their basic needs 

provided for. 

 

Trusting In The Soul And The Universe To Provide What You Need, Not What You Want 

(October 03, 1995) 

 

The issue relates to the trusting in the Soul and The Universal Consciousness to provide to you 

what you actually need and not what you think you need. You will receive what you need. It 

may not be, however, a luxurious place in which to live, or a luxurious car. It may not even be a 

car. It may not even be a place to live. It may be a shelter. However, you must not be the one 

who determines the rules. "I will Be of Service to The Universe as long as you, Universe, give me 

this kind of car and this kind of house, and I want to have all the food that I absolutely have to 

have according to my standards." 

 

Once you say to The Universe, "I will be selfless under the following conditions," The Universe 

will say, "Well, why should we bother? This entity is not going to pay attention ~ does not trust 
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in Self." For it is the trusting in Self that says, "I have gained skills. I have worked hard to gain 

these skills. I know now that I must give back. I will do what is asked of me." Period. 

 

Trust in it from that point on. It is the most difficult movement that many entities find. It is a very 

common problem. "I want to trust in The Universe, but I need to eat, and I need to have a place 

to live, and I need to be able to travel back and forth because, after all, if I do not have these 

things, I cannot Be of Service." And, The Cycle begins. You must break that cycle. That is the 

difficulty, my son, and that is where you must come to resolution within your own awareness 

levels ~ to trust. You will receive what you need. It just may not be what you want.  

 

Are you saying it is wrong to want to have nice things that cost money? 

 

We have not said that. See how easy it is to misinterpret within the same paragraph in the story 

line. No, we have not said that. 

 

I did not say you said it. I am just trying to clarify it. 

 

You must be most careful. You must be most careful. We have not said the word WRONG in our 

words here. What you think you need and what you actually need may be different. It may be 

that you need to have expensive cars and expensive clothes and gourmet food, and that will be 

what you receive. But there is a price to pay for everything. You determine what your path is, 

and you trust The Universe in helping you to travel that path. You may not need, from a soul's 

perspective, expensive clothing and lots of money. It may be just the opposite, and the fact that 

you do not get what you think you need, or what you want, will be part of your path. 

 

There is nothing wrong that happens. It may just appear to be wrong from your judgemental 

viewpoints of both Self and others. But from a Universal perspective, even what appears to be 

wrong is not. It is simply the way in which a scenario eventually works itself out. There are 

changes in the scenario as behavior occurs. So, you may, indeed, have come into a particular 

scenario saying, "I will do only what The Universe expects of me, and I will not want for luxury." 

But somewhere along the line you have to learn about luxury and what it means to have it, you 

see. Thus, you will be given it. However, there may be other tradeoffs as a result. Do you 

understand? 

 

What would be an example of the tradeoff that you are talking about? 

 

Your spiritual development may not occur in quite the way you had planned it. You may not be 

called upon to Be of Service in the way that you thought you were going to Be of Service. "If you 

give me all of these luxuries, then I will set up a forum for the learning of meditation, and I will 

not have to work at an earthly job." Thus, you are given all of these luxuries, but in your 

attempts to set up a forum for meditation, no one shows up, for you are not believable. That is 
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one such scenario. You asked for an example. It is not written in any type of stone. It is not a 

definitive behavior. It is a possibility of a behavior. 

 

As soon as you start to give conditions to The Universe, The Universe simply steps back and says, 

"All right, have it your way. We will not get involved," and the spiritual component of your life 

changes. You upset the balance of your own path, and you take the spiritual component out of 

it, the moment you start giving conditions to The Universe for your spiritual service. You simply 

allow, "I am here to Be of Service in whatever way is needed. I will respond and I trust that I will 

be cared for in the way that I need ~ not the way that I think I should be." 

 

Will There Be Times When We Can Expect Our Work To Be A Little Easier? 

(November 21, 1995) 

 

On the path to that illusion change, last Saturday, November Eleventh, was a very significant day in the 

sense that Pluto moved from Scorpio into Sagittarius. Can we expect a little easier work of clearing of 

ourselves, our understanding things? 

 

No. No, absolutely not! There is not going to be that situation occurring between now and when 

the axis shifts. No matter what any planetary alignment analysis may give you, it is not going to 

happen for those who have taken on an accelerated path. There are many on the plane who will 

simply, very easily, leave when The Shift occurs, and they will not be feeling any effects of all of 

this cleansing. They may feel minor effects, but some are very new on the plane and have not 

had much experience. Their path is very new, and there is no reason for them to be involved in 

an illusion change.  

 

Most who are drawn to hear our words, who would read our words at this point in an illusion, 

are those who have taken on an accelerated path and who are working quite diligently to tie up 

either loose ends, or to have an accelerated learning mode. Whether they stay for The New 

Illusion is not the issue. They are using this particular time frame as an acceleration of 

acceleration, to perhaps come in and learn something, even if vibrationally, it does not bring 

them to a point where they would stay. So, if you are in an accelerated, accelerated mode, do 

not expect ~ you may get even a nanosecond of relief. 

 

But you see, this is not a negative. If you have come in for accelerated work, then this is what 

you have come in to do. You do not want to loll around and have this easy time ~ whatever 

that is, easy time. This is not why you have come in at this time in the plane. You have come in 

for work, for acceleration. 

 

And remember what we talk of regarding play, that for many, work is play. It is not viewed as 

grueling and task-filled, even though there may be many tasks that are involved, and you do say, 

"Ah, this is a task." But you can get joy out of a task ~ even washing dishes all day, every day, 

the same dish all day, every day. It gets dirty, you wash it. It gets dirty again, you wash it ~ day 
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in, day out. View it from a more cosmic sense, as you would say on the plane, the cosmic sense. 

We will not bring you into that kind of discussion now, my love. 

 

Finding The Point That You Exist As A Connector In The Dimensional Grid 

(April 27, 1996) 

 

So, you find a point. This point, then, serves as the connector into the dimension, the 

dimensional grid that you exist in. You see, it is here. Then you very easily can track the flow of 

that particular energy line, and you can track it to any point where you think you are now fully 

enmeshed in the grid. So, in this case, we would track it around until we perhaps reached this 

point. We feel it is maybe in the middle of the grid. This takes imaging on your part. 

 

You reach that point, and you then define yourself as being in the middle of the dimensional 

grid. This is where you plant yourself. This is where you root yourself. Some of you are already 

rooted in this dimension. Others are around trying to find their root. Some have not. They float, 

free-floating, and many times they do it for a particular lifetime, or they do it for several 

lifetimes. It is all right to free-float. At some point you will need to root. This allows you then to 

have a focus of Self, for you have now defined your position in the dimensional grid. It is at this 

stage that you would then present your essence. You would say, "This is my essence. This is 

where I am." 

 

Ability To Spread Your Essence Throughout Your Dimensional Grid ~ Interdimensional Travel 

(April 27, 1996) 

 

From this essence, you would then begin to spread yourself out. This is what we refer to as 

interdimensional travel. It means that you have the ability to now spread your essence 

throughout your dimensional grid. You start with your own dimensional grid, and then your 

dimensional grid is then superimposed upon a larger dimensional grid. But first, you start with 

your own. You have all of these tentacles. They can, in fact, simply fill this grid. You can work 

with one at a time or you can work with many. The better able you are to move 

interdimensionally within your own dimensional grid, the better off you are at growing ~ the 

stronger you become. If you stay rooted, you will not grow. You will stay right there, which is 

fine for some lifetimes ~ for many lifetimes. You must, eventually, to get off of the earth plane, 

move interdimensionally. 

 

Now, we can say that in this gathering, you are, each of you, able to move interdimensionally. It 

is an easy thing to do. You may not even realize that you do it. As you are sitting here, we are 

aware of interdimensional movement. 

 

Connecting With Your Own Essence ~Visualizing Your Favorite Color ~ Finding Your Own 

Sound 

(April 27, 1996) 
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Now then, here is your essence. (Waith draws on the easel) Visualize your favorite color. What is 

your favorite color? Go like this with your hand ~ out ~ and put that color in the palm of your 

hand. It is a ball of that color. Now close your hand, visualizing that color. Bring it into that 

which is referred to as the Solar Plexus. Open your hand ~ palm inward ~ and push the color in. 

There it is. It is at the center of your being. 

 

Now, all you need to do is visualize that color that is at the center of your being whenever you 

want to make the connection into your essence. It is really a very simple procedure. After you do 

it a number of times, it becomes automatic. You simply always feel that essence ~ that color. 

And from that color, comes your sound. We have spoken of color and sound. (Waith writes on the 

easel) They are each other. Out of color comes sound, and out of sound comes color. You can 

hear color and you can see sound, after you work on this exercise for a while. And then you will 

hear your sound through the color you have chosen for Self.  

 

Even if you were all to select the same color, you would hear different sounds. The reason for 

that is you would have chosen a different spot in the vibrational grid, for no one energy can 

occupy the same exact spot in the vibrational grid. By that definition alone, you must differ, you 

see. 

 

How do you focus on your spot? Think of it as your spot. Try not to think too much in terms of 

this movement interdimensionally at this point, but rather, concentrate on your spot. Because in 

order to move more and more interdimensionally, you must know more and more of your 

sound. Some of you move very effectively interdimensionally, but could move even more 

effectively if you fully connected with your sound.  

 

What would happen, then, is that here is the dimensional grid ~ we make it as if it is connected, 

but there is a beginning and an end. (Waith draws on the easel) You would jolt the energy a bit. 

(Someone is dozing off) Thank you. We rest our case. ☺ And she wants to become more grounded! 

Some have really no trouble moving interdimensionally. 

 

So then, here is your dimensional grid. That dimensional grid then becomes part of a larger 

dimensional grid, which is what we are now enlarging upon. When we said that you can only be 

in one spot ~ that no other energy can occupy the same spot ~ it means, in an expanded 

version, that your dimensional grid can only occupy one spot within the greater dimensional 

grid. 

 

We have talked so often of the difficulty of giving information about past lives because of this 

grid effect. Jenjura spoke of it in The Webbing Effect, which we will not discuss during this 

weekend of time, but has an application. We will connect the grid and the web at another time.  
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Understand that this is being given to you to help you to find your essence, to connect with your 

essence, to hear your sound. So over here, there could be another dimensional grid ~ and over 

here, another one ~ and over here, another one ~ everywhere ~ dimensional grids everywhere. 

 

Insights Gained From The Activity Of Designing One’s Own Essence 

(April 27, 1996) 

 

We have brought you now back into this general grouping to have a sense of community with 

your sound. We would like any who would feel comfortable to share what they have gained as 

insight, we understand, of looking for your sound, but the beginning of the search. So, tell us 

what you may have discovered in this introductory time. 

 

I discovered I haven't been able to find it in an afternoon. 

 

(A discussion follows about the colors that were discovered by those attending) 

 

I was thinking that the sound that an individual has is not necessarily a word sound. It is like a frequency, 

a vibration sound, like a hum. When you start looking for a word, it takes you a while to figure out that's 

not the direction. 

 

Oh, indeed. Sound is not, actually, at a vibrational level, words, for communication exists 

without words. Rather, it is the vibration of it, the tone. If you were to say a certain word and 

translate it into a vibration, then you would get at its essence. So, what you have begun to do is 

first to try to put some kind of sound ~ word ~ to it, but not to stay at that stage for very long. 

Rather, to then transfer that into a higher level of vibration. 

 

Some of you, as you go through this process, may find yourself immediately going into the 

vibration rather than the actual word. You may go through stages where you hear something 

very concrete. You live with that for a while, and then it begins to translate itself into something 

that becomes then an essence. For if you were to concentrate only on a word as your sound, it 

would drive you nuts after a while. It would be like ~ what is this when you hear a song on a 

particular day and you sing it all day. It drives you and everyone else around you nuts! It would 

be the same analogy, you see, the hearing this word over and over and over again to distraction. 

 

We have started you on this process. When we pick up with you again tomorrow, we will do a 

little more in helping you reach those points in finding your sound. What we will have you 

conclude with today is what you started with. You designed the cover to your work folder. Now 

we want you to flip that over and what will now become the cover ~ which is now the back ~ 

becomes the front. You take the two pieces of paper we pointed out. One is white and one is 

purple. You can do whatever you want. You design a new cover based upon how you have 

moved through this day, and then you will be able to compare.  
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You will take this with you when you leave here and you will reflect upon this during the night. 

When you come back tomorrow, we will look for insights that you might have gained as a result 

of differences. How did you feel as you were doing this new cover as opposed to the very first 

activity that we gave to you? What differences in your own sense of Self do you feel? What 

changes might have occurred ~ and maybe not ~ anything.  

 

We would ask you to write down those insights that you have, even as you are doing this now, 

as we close the day. If you think of something that is different from when you did this this 

morning, use the paper that is in this folder to write down your thoughts. And as you perhaps go 

into the sleep state this evening, be thinking about the day. Write down your thoughts, and we 

will discuss them with you tomorrow. 

 

We have enjoyed our first day with you and look forward to the day with you tomorrow. We 

send you lots and lots and lots of fluffy White Light. Blessings to all of you ~ smoothing out. We 

send you love and the very Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of 

Amelius. Farewell. 

 

(Waith and the group return for day two of the meditation weekend workshop) 

 

Welcome back to the second day of our two-day Meditation Weekend. We are pleased to see a 

difference in the vibration of each of you. We get past the fuzzy factor, as Mushiba was speaking 

with you. Fuzzy can be a good thing. It is a way of projecting transition ~ being fuzzy. We have 

quite a day planned for you. We will be speaking individually, this first part of the session. We 

would begin with (Names given) when we go into that particular mode. 

 

First, we would like to hear from any who would want to share their response to the beginning 

of yesterday and the end of yesterday. You may want to frame your remarks in relation to the 

covers that you made, or you may want to frame your remarks in the search for your color and 

sound, or you may not want to frame your remarks at all in any particular way, but simply to 

give a response to yesterday's activities. 

 

(Participants discuss their colors. Someone discusses their cover, mentioning that she put Waith and 
Company in the center) 

 

It is very admirable that you placed us in the center of your being. 

 

 Oh, gee, I should have placed myself in the center! 

 You didn't have a logo for yourself! ☺ 

 Does that sound egotistical, Waith? 

 

No, quite the opposite, my love. That is the very essence of what we are here in our mission to 

accomplish, and that is that you do put yourself at the very center of your being, and not 
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another. Thus, we would have you, perhaps, want to rethink the center of what you have 

projected and superimpose Self onto that center piece. 

 

While we are there to Be of Service to you in your SEARCH FOR SELF, we are not your center. You 

are your center. And you must always remember that, my loved ones. You are the center of 

yourself. From that center everything else springs. And while many might say, as we just did to 

you in jest, "It is very admirable that you put us at the center of yourself," that is not what we 

would want. We would want you there, and then perhaps us as one of those many sources that 

bring you to your own reality by the guidance that we would provide, my love. 

 

So, you have been able, by doing this, to serve us and yourself because you have, in a 

lighthearted way, enabled us to reinforce a point that we make all the time. It is not until you 

actually do something that the learning takes place. So, you are the very essence of Self, my love. 

And the fact that you recognize us as significant to that development is pleasing to us. But we 

would also say, be careful of giving credit to outside sources for your own Self. Outside of Self, 

those sources only serve to synthesize that which is truly Self. They do not define who Self is. 

They may help to give character to Self. 

 

The point is you must go to outside sources to help define the characteristics of Self, but they do 

not define Self. So, you have a very good beginning there, and today in the activities that we 

have planned for you, you will start to build on the finding of Self. And so, my love, you have 

allowed yourself to Be of Service, just as we had told you, to the world around and to this 

gathering ~ to reinforce what we speak of almost every time we speak. The SEARCH FOR SELF. 

How do you find Self? It is a journey. Indeed, it is a journey. 

 

Does anyone really know? 

 

One would not expect to completely know Self, for just as you get to know a level of Self, the 

Higher Self infuses another level. "Oops! Ah, I have got to start all over again." And that is what it 

is all about. Each energy has infinite numbers of levels that can infuse into the concrete, so that 

the SEARCH FOR SELF is ongoing. And if anyone says, "I know myself. I do not have to search," then 

they may have reached a point in their particular lifetime of not searching anymore. 

 

That may be the end of their growth for that lifetime, for some entities choose only to grow a 

certain amount in a lifetime, and when that has been achieved, and there is still time left to do 

things on the plane, they simply do other things, and there is no growth. It is allowed. It is 

acceptable. It is why you also cannot be judgemental. When someone says to you, "I know 

myself. I do not need to grow anymore. I do not WANT to grow anymore." Let them be, for you 

may be different. And you respect them and allow them their space, and will then be able to 

expect them to respect you, you see. There are some who think they have no more growth to 

achieve, and yet they have MUCH growth to achieve. But you do not know necessarily who that 

person would be. 
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And you, in meeting someone, would not know whether they legitimately have grown to their 

point of completion in a particular life, or whether they have more growth to do and simply are 

blocking it. It would take all the fun out of it if you knew, for then your issues of judgement 

would not be able to be tested, for you would know, "Oh, I know! You finished all your growth 

that was allocated for this lifetime, so it is all right that you make yourself the way you are." That 

would be easy for you, and for those around you. 

 

(More discussion of colors and individual responses) 

 

Now, we, for this first part of this session, have an interesting project for you. It is going to be a 

way of further enabling you to find your essence. It is also going to be an activity that will, as 

many might say on the plane, push the envelope in terms of being quiet when you are with 

others, and when you are in, now, a group activity that others would be involved in, and being 

quiet and speaking only under certain conditions ~ which we will give to you. 

 

This particular activity is useful for the development of harmony within a group and, more 

importantly, for your sense of Self within the group. Oftentimes, in group activities, there is this 

sense that people must talk. They must interact while they are doing something. And yes, there 

are situations when that is appropriate. But talking for simply the sake of talking is not always a 

beneficial thing. 

 

Meaning Of The Phrase “ETERNITY IS YOUNG” ~ Concept Of Heaven And Hell ~ The Dimensional 

Grid ~ Taking Responsibilities For The Stories Of Self 

(April 27, 1996) 

 

We would perhaps now, loved ones, move around a bit so that you can see my great artistry. 

First of all, Mushiba resurrected something that we wrote down quite a while ago which has 

been hanging here. “ETERNITY IS YOUNG”. What does that mean? What is eternity? 

 

Forever. There is no end. 

 

There is no end. But yet we talk about beginnings and endings, so what is eternity if there are 

actually beginnings? 

 

The beginning and the end. 

 

The beginning and the end. But eternity would imply ~ what? 

 

Never ending. 
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Never ending. 

 

A circle. 

 

It would indeed represent a circle. Yes. But if there is no beginning and there is no end, how can 

we say that eternity is young? For that would imply then that young would end with old. 

 

Not necessarily. I don't see it that way. 

 

Why? How do you see it, my love? 

 

Eternity is now, always. It's always now in eternity, so to speak. 

 

Very good. 

 

Because whenever there is an end, there is a beginning, and when there is a beginning, there is an end. 

 

Ah! If something is young, what eventually happens? 

 

It gets old. 

 

It gets old. And when something is old, what eventually happens? 

 

It dies and goes to heaven. 

 

More Discussion On The Concept Of Eternity, And Where Is Heaven And Where Is Hell? 

(April 27, 1996) 

 

Goes to heaven! Where is that? Where is heaven? 

 

Right here on Earth. 

 

How far above the Soul is heaven? How long do your arms have to be for that? ☺ 

 

 Have to stand on a chair to reach it. 

 They could go somewhere else. 

 

Where else would there be to go? 
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 I won't mention it. I don't want to go there. 

 H-E-double hockey sticks? ☺ 

 

Go to where? 

 

Hell. 

 

Oh, you mean there is a place to go? Is this a particular room? Is there a special gate that you go 

through? 

 

The door of my ex-wife's house! 

 

Yes, well, many would say that where you are at any point in your path determines whether you 

are in the darkness or the Light ~ or as the earth plane calls it, heaven or hell. There is no spot 

out there in the ether that has a sign that says Heaven up there in the sky. And conversely, there 

is no spot that is an open fire pit below that says Hell. Those are concepts that have been 

brought into the illusion to help entities understand the idea of dark and Light.  

 

Of course, it has become dogma, as reality, for concepts have a way of doing that. They become 

so ingrained in vocabulary that they become The Truth. In actuality, all that we are talking about 

here is The Circle. Our journey outside of The One is a circle. However, our journey ends, but 

yet it does not end. For being in The One is a continuation of the journey, you see. No matter 

what we do, we are always new ~ for young implies NEW. We go through a cycle. We are 

young. We become old. Our path becomes old. 

 

Our path finishes its journey. You do what is called death. You leave an encasement is all that is 

happening. You are not dying. None of us die, as you would define the word ~ finished. There is 

no such thing as FINISH. If that were the case, then you all would have cause for concern. We all 

would. There is no finishing ~ ever.  

 

Eternity means no finishing. It just means going on and on, and on and on and on ~ ad 

nauseam, sometimes. But there is always the hope that because of this cycle of young to old ~ to 

departure ~ back to young ~ this is a circle. You see? It is an impossibility to escape the circle, no 

matter how much you would try. There is no end, and therefore, you exist in the moment. And 

yet, you exist at all time, as it would be defined, TIME. You are here now, and yet you are not. 

But you are here now and you must deal with that. You must deal with the concrete illusion in 

which you have found yourself, in which you have rooted yourself, for that is all part of the 

game. 

 

We set up our own scenarios, each of us. Some of you have very interesting stories that you have 

established. The purpose of our saying to you, "Set up a story for this item" was to concretely 
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illustrate to you that you each set up stories for yourself. You have a creative corner out there in 

the Universe. It is a special room, creative room ~ go in ~ Mushiba has just come back from 

some store where she has picked up all kinds of little doodads. You go in, however, and you 

look at everything, and you bring a friend with you sometimes. You say, "Look! Let's do this! Let's 

play together. Let's design our next life together." 

 

It is much more complicated than that, but this is its concept ~ the simplicity of it. You each 

design your own life ~ every life. Now the problem at concrete often is in not wanting to trust 

the Higher Self. "I am not the one who would have made up this kind of life," you would say at 

concrete. "It' is not my fault. I did not choose to be born. I did not choose my parents. I did not 

choose to come in with a disability ~ mental, physical, emotional. I did not choose to be female 

~ I did not choose to be male. I did not choose any of this." 

 

Yes, you did. Taking responsibility for what you have chosen is the first step in finding Self, for 

you acknowledge that you worked at concrete in conjunction with every level of Self, that 

nothing outside of Self created this scenario. You may have received guidance. We help many 

determine what kinds of stories they want. That is what the guides are for. That is what the 

Angelic Protectors are for. But you do not have to listen to us. 

 

Many of you do NOT listen to us. We may say, "I do not think so. You better step from that 

scenario and look at its implications. It may be more than you want to take on." But we cannot 

impose that. There are rare occasions where we are allowed to impose. That comes from 

Amelius. However, most of the time, you are on your own. "Okay, you chose that ~ do it!" And 

hopefully, you will be wiser as a result. 

 

"Oh, I should have listened to my Angelic Protector. After all, isn't that what protection means?" 

You learn from lifetime to lifetime who to listen to for advice and who not to listen to. Because 

when you first start out, you may not be sure who to listen to, and that is a wise decision. "Who 

DO I listen to?" You must find that out yourself. Sometimes it means tripping on your path, but it 

is the tripping that brings you back to yourself. In the SEARCH FOR SELF, there is always, then, the 

need to bring others into your environment. 

 

You must then remember ~ ETERNITY IS YOUNG. Remember that Eternity is Young. Remember 

that within your circle ~ just as you have a dimensional grid, here is you, your little circle. You 

have an Energy Circle that you are part of. We have talked of that very often. You are within a 

larger circle which is within a larger circle which is within a larger circle which, of course, is the 

never-ending circle.  

 

However, let us remember that within all of the circles there are other entities. So, within your 

circle which is in a larger circle, which is in a larger circle, there are all the others who are a circle 

within a larger circle, within a larger circle, within a larger circle ~ the dimensional grid brought 

now into circle format. Circles, circles, circles overlapping with circles. 
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It is an impossibility to be on the plane and not be balancing with something. It could be the 

carpet that you are balancing with. It could be that little spook mobile over there on the plant 

that you are balancing with. It could be another human being. It could be a light bulb. "Oh! That 

light bulb went off just when I needed it!" Oh my, that you did not anticipate that it was going to 

expire when it did is something that you need to look at. "Why did I not know that it was ready 

to go, and it expired right at the moment I needed it!" Well, imagine that. Do you think that 

there might have been some energy connection between you and the light bulb? That may sound 

foolish to many, but to those who understand its implications and the concept between energy 

connection, they find themselves leading a rather harmonious, flowing life. For while there will 

be obstacles placed in their path, they have an understanding of the connection of EVERY THING to 

them. 

 

Everything that you find yourself a part of, you have a reason for that. It may not necessarily be 

balancing, but simply it is all part of the story line that you have developed for yourself. You 

come into Terra Lux. It is a most harmonious environment. It gives you a sense of comfort and 

safety, and a sense of the energy. You are connected in some way now with all of the energy 

that is here. So, group balancing ~ it is important then that you not only recognize group 

balancing, but that you help in the balancing. 

 

The Next Activity ~ Designing Your Own Sound, A Beginning 

(April 27, 1996) 

 

You each have a sound that you are attempting to bring into some sense of the concrete for 

yourself. Your next activity, and your final activity, will be to design your sound. It will be a 

beginning. In this design, you are not to talk. But, of course. You are simply to go into the 

operational area ~ you can go outside ~ and you will design in your mind symbols, and place 

them onto paper. They can also be represented by any kind of concrete symbol. You can use 

feathers. You can use paint. You can use sparkles of some sort. Anything ~ leaves, twigs, grass. It 

is the beginning of bringing you into really, seriously, hearing your sound. 

 

It will change. It MUST change as you go through your path. But at this point now, what is the 

symbol of your sound? You may begin by using what you know as current symbols of sound. But 

understand that all of these concrete symbols of sound originally came from an abstract ~ 

originally came from someone who heard something, and said, "Oh, this is what it sounds like." 

~ whatever that means, it is what it sounds like to me. Maybe it sounds like this ~ to me. (Waith 

is drawing) Maybe it sounds like THIS ~ to me. 

 

This is an exercise to bring you outside the limitations that the earth plane has given for what is 

correct. This came from someone's imagination, as it would be called. At the time, it was 

probably viewed with trepidation by the world ~ until it became proved, accepted, by large 

numbers. Before you knew it, it always existed.  
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Well, it is time now to create your own reality for sound. It is your reality. It does not matter if 

another accepts it, for it is your sound. You can choose to share it with another, or not. We will 

give you one earth plane hour. We will leave now, at which point you will work on this. We 

will return to listen to your interpretations of your own sound. You can add color to this, you 

know. These are not always black. They may be drawn in black, but they are not. These are 

green, actually. They can be any color, any way of doing this. We will then return for the very 

final closure of the weekend, and this is your activity. Also remember to add a bit to the banner 

~ no excuses accepted at this point.  

 

(The group dispenses for a one-hour time frame so participants can work on their activity) 

 

Welcome back. In our final playtime activity, you have begun to give credence to your own 

sound by creating. Let us share with the others what you have started with ~ not to think that it 

is the end, by any means, or all inclusive, but simply the beginnings of it. Let us simply go around 

in the circle. 

 

My sound is sort of a buzz. It's always there whenever I'm alone, and that's what it must be ~ a buzz. In 

my mind, I saw yellowish and gold and pink magenta, and sort of like the sky. It was probably the sound 

waves that I was seeing. 

 

Very nice, my love. 

 

Okay. I've never been able really to hear a sound. However, I never tried. This time, I did. And I heard a 

very familiar sound that apparently, I've been hearing and not paying attention to. And it's just so light, so 

what I drew was actually very light. 

 

(The participants relate their individual experiences with illustrating their sounds) 

 

It has been such an enlightening time with you all. We have learned a great deal from the way 

you have responded to these activities. You know, it is one thing to have an idea of what to 

teach, and how to present that material. It is another to actually see it implemented, and to see 

such a positive response. You each have proved that these particular techniques are beneficial for 

future types of activities. 

 

More importantly, you have each come away from this with some very special information and 

some changes in your perspective. That has been our intention, to help you in finding your 

sound. Two days ago, when we first discussed finding your sound, we know that there was this 

blockage. "What is he talking about, finding my sound? I can't do that. I do not know how to do 

that. That is too much trouble. That is for someone more enlightened than me." You see, it does 

not mean any of those things. It means simply allowing yourself the freedom to open Self, and 

being in an environment where it is encouraged to be open and free. 
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You have learned also another valuable tool, and that is how easy it is to create an environment 

of openness and freedom and safety. With just a little bit of encouragement and effort, you also 

could create similar environments, even if it were just a few other entities. You could say, "Let us 

take four hours out of a day and play." Find a place like Mushiba found ~ Frank's. You know it is 

interesting that it is called Frank's. 

 

Why is it interesting that it would be called Frank's? 

 

For we have worked very diligently to lighten up Frank, in The Company. Farena has a number 

of little play activities that she involved him in over the time, and he has fluffied up quite a bit. 

 

So, now then, my loves, what you would do is find little things that you think would be useful to 

play with that could be used in ways other than the manufacturer's intended use, for that is truly 

what you did during these two days. The things that you were given and what you did with 

them were not as they ORDINARILY would be used. That is what your path is about. It is what you 

are here to Be of Service to Others, for to help them to move along their path in a way that may 

be different from another, but nonetheless, valid, and nonetheless, to be respected.  

 

Just as you RESPECT SELF, our very first GUIDELINE FOR GROWTH, so too, would you Love Self and 

in that love of Self, expect then to be respected. You do what you need to do to receive the 

respect that you know you deserve. You do that through Respect of Others and their path. It is a 

very fine line, very fine balancing act, but you now have more tools than when you first arrived 

here, to help you lighten your vibration. 

 

Waith Gives The Final Activity For The Participants ~ What To Do Now ~ Accountability For 

What You Have Learned 

(April 27, 1996) 

 

Now, there is one final item before we bring complete closure. In your packet that was given to 

you at the very beginning, there were five index cards. Yes? You would retrieve your five index 

cards now. We have two final activities. This is the first before the final closure. Both of these 

activities relate to evaluation. The five index cards relate to evaluation for Self. The first behavior 

we would want you to do is to put the date of today on the first index card, whatever that is. 

Someone may want to give that to the audience ~ April 28, 1996. Go to the next index card and 

write in May 28, 1996. Go to the next index card and write in June 28, 1996. Are you seeing a 

pattern here? Guess what the next date is ~ so that you have four months after this, of 

evaluation. 

 

Now, this is what you are to do. On the first index card, on which you have today's date, you 

will write down what you feel is the most significant thing that you learned this weekend. Do 

that now. Now, on that same index card write the words GOAL FOR MAY 28. Now determine, 

and then write in the space what you would like to achieve by May 28 from something you have 
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learned from this weekend ~ that you need to achieve. You have learned much during this 

weekend, but you have learned also what it is you need to learn. What do you want to learn by 

May 28? 

 

On the back side of the first card, write the words HOW I WILL LEARN THIS? And then, write in 

briefly how you think you can learn what it is you have placed as a goal for May 28. Now, go to 

the card May 28, and at the top, under the date, put THE RESULTS OF THE PAST MONTH. Go to the 

card June 28 and place the same. On each of the cards, place the words. On the back of each of 

the cards from May, June, July, and August, place the same categories as you have on the front 

of this first card. So, you will say, for example, in May what it was you actually learned this past 

month from the April to May time frame. It may not be what you wanted to learn. What did 

you actually learn? What you want to learn by June 28 and how you will go about learning it ~ 

those categories. 

 

When it comes to the end of August, and you have completed this process, we ask you to send 

them to Mushiba. So, there is an accountability here. We do not have you simply leaving this 

weekend with no type of follow-up. You would send them to her along with the critique of 

what has happened to you since this Meditation Weekend. What have you, in the long term, 

even though it is only a four-month period of time, learned? She will then respond to any 

questions that you would have, or any concerns. She will contact you and speak with you 

directly about the results. 

 

Do you understand what we are having you do in the next four months? You can determine if 

each month there is something new that you are going to set out to learn, or whether it will be 

the same issue for four months. That is why we have had you leave blank your goals for the 

coming months. You have a goal now that is being set ~ what you want to learn in the next 

month. When May 28 comes around, you may find that you did not learn it as you wanted to, 

and you reestablish it as a goal, or you find that you did learn it, and now you have something 

else you want to do. That will be entirely your path. What we will want to see is evidence that 

you are working on this so that you take responsibility for that which you have invested so much 

of your time and energy in this weekend.  

 

We will give the parting closure energy in a moment, and once we have departed, we would like 

you to take a few moments, and on one of the sheets of paper that is on the packet, the blank 

paper, to please write out for Mushiba your response for this weekend. Critique the weekend for 

her so that, from an earth plane perspective, she may also evaluate what has occurred. 

Understand that this is the first Meditation Weekend that has been presented and that any 

feedback that you can provide will be of benefit to all, including us in The Company. 

 

We have already received some feedback from our own levels to your own higher levels, but it is 

important that the concrete reality have feedback. You could include in this critique, things that 

you especially liked, things that perhaps you did not care for, and suggestions for future activities, 

other types of workshops that you would find interesting, other types of weekends, or day long, 

or other time frames that you would recommend. You understand what we ask? 
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We also encourage you to take everything that you have created with you. Keep at least part of 

it with you in the next four months as a reminder, in the concrete form, of what you are now 

going to establish as a process for your life on the plane. That is consistent ~ evaluation of Self ~ 

and concretely setting goals for the learning of certain ways to achieve what it is you feel you 

need to learn. 

 

Coming Out Of The Universal Consciousness, Every Energy Form Is Given An Ego. It Is Necessary 

(September 03, 1996) 

 

How Are We Going To Cleanse The Egos Of The People In Power? 

 

Well, you see, those who need to have their egos cleansed ~ more than those who are already 

working and attempting to cleanse ~ recognizing that they have to cleanse those egos ~ those 

who will not clean up their act, as you would say, leave with The Shifting. So, it does not 

become an issue. It is an issue only now in the final times of this particular illusion. Once this 

illusion comes to its closure, those who have been exaggerated in abuse of power, abuse of ego, 

etc., will not be on the plane any longer. They will leave with The Shifting of the axis. So, it is 

necessary that those who have these abusive egos that would need to be cleansed, must remain, 

as they do now, in those positions to further move along the planet cleansing. It is all part of 

what comes with the closure of an illusion, exaggerations of abuse. 

 

And then, once the illusion is over ~ this particular time, the axis shifting ~ there is a shakeout 

and those left on the plane do not have those issues of abuse. They start things fresh. They start 

up The New Illusion. And then, slowly, balancing begins to move out of balance and the issues 

begin again. So, there is nothing that you can do, actually, except to send Light, to be as 

lighthearted as you can be, to effect change within your sphere, within your Universe. For you as 

a Light-filled being will shed your Light upon those around you, and it will affect those who need 

it. And gradually, it will affect those who will receive it. 

 

There are many who will not receive the Light. They do not want to receive the Light, and that is 

fine. Eventually, they will have to, in another lifetime, many illusions from now. They may, for 

example, as many from the Atlantean illusion have done, choose to skip an illusion completely. 

There are many on the plane now who have not been on the earth plane since the final days of 

Atlantis. They have come back into this final time in the illusion with all of the issues that they 

had of abuse at the closure of Atlantis. This is what happens. They will not be able to stay, just as 

they were not able to stay for the beginning of this current illusion. It is simply the way The 

Universe works. There is a cleaning out. 

 

Remember what we have said so often, the Light always wins. We say it right to the face of the 

dark, if you will. The Light always wins. We let the battle occur, for that is all part of returning to 

the Light. And, at the end of every illusion, the Light wins ~ starts The New Illusion. And then, 

the dark are allowed to move back in and play their games, moving an illusion along until it 
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comes to an end, at which time it seems as if the dark is winning. That is all what we do, you 

know. We let them think they are winning, but they are not. 

 

And if you abuse because of ego, if you abuse because of power, if you abuse others, then you 

will not stay for The New Illusion. But you will, however, be coming back. It does not mean that 

you are off the hook. It means that you will be allowed back when it is time for you in any given 

illusion. It is controlled by The Universal Consciousness. So, do not despair. The Light IS winning. 

It just appears, oftentimes, that there is more darkness than there is Light. But there is not, my 

loved ones.  

 

If we are going to cleanse these tremendous egos, what exactly is the cleansing process? 

 

They will be taken off the plane. 

 

Does that mean in our terms that they are going to die? 

 

What you call death. 

 

Well, everybody is going to die. It is just a question of when. 

 

Yes. That is quite profound, my son. The moment of departure from the plane, however, will 

not be controlled by entities on the plane at the time of an illusion closure. That is controlled 

from The Universal Consciousness. And so, many of the dark who think that they can simply 

leave when they want to and bypass the physical cleansing, will simply be pulled out of the earth 

plane. It is as simple as that. And those who are meant to stay will stay. It is simply the comings 

and goings of energies on the plane. 

 

So, there will be more egos to take the place of those who left. 

 

No, they will not be the egos that you would call abusive. You must, perhaps, look at what we 

have discussed regarding ego. It is not a bad thing. You sit before me with a very large ego. It is 

not a bad thing. We in The Angelics have egos. It is not a bad thing, if used appropriately. Ego, 

when used to abuse, is dark/ When used to Be of Service, is not. Ego is necessary to stay out of 

The Universal Consciousness. It is absolutely necessary to be on your path, to have ego. If you do 

not have it, you do not exist. It has a bad rap, unfortunately, this thing called ego. 

 

Those who are left on the plane ~ and there will only be a few million energy forms of human 

encasements left on the plane to start up The New Illusion ~ will not have issues of ego as 

abusive. They will start up the illusion. As the illusion moves along, yes, those who had ego 

problems who left the plane without resolving them, will be allowed back on and begin to 
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infiltrate the force field. The next illusion coming is approximately a twelve-thousand-year 

illusion, as measured currently on the plane. So, there will be plenty of time. 

 

Does the ego end the illusion? Is that something that is supposed to intertwine? 

 

Ego is inherent in every energy form. Coming out of The Universal Consciousness, every energy 

form is given an ego. It is necessary. Ego is not abusive. Ego is Light. Ego is what controls the 

energy form's ability to progress along its path. Progression along a path can be Light or dark. 

One who is in the dark can be progressing along their path. They simply are not moving in the 

direction back to Oneness. They are moving away from it, you see. And many entities choose 

that type of path. They have eternity. They do not have to go back to The One. They could stay 

out. 

 

We have many entities out of The Universal Consciousness who have never returned. They came 

out, they have been out for eternity. There are others who decide to do it ~ go back ~ come 

out again ~ do it ~ go back ~ it is entirely up to the energy form. There is no rule book that 

says you have X-amount of time. There is no rule book that says you have to be of the Light. It is 

simply easier to be of the Light. It is much more difficult to be of the dark, because the dark never 

wins, ultimately. It may become very strong, and it does, but the Light is always stronger. 

 

Is illusion of the Light or of the dark? 

 

Both. We have spoken much of illusion, by son. You would, perhaps, reference our database. 

 

To make sure our terminologies are the same. 

 

Indeed. The illusion is an illusion, which is an illusion, which is an illusion. Shall I continue? It is 

both dark and Light, and at the same time it is neither dark nor Light ~ it is nothing. 

 

So, it is neither good nor bad, or it can be both. 

 

Yes. No one is here now. Nothing exists. And yet existence is an illusion ~ and illusion exists.  


